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1. Introduction

Since 1957, thousands of man-made satellites have orbited the Earth, and

dozens have explored the solar system. Today, satellite-based services

have become ubiquitous in modern life. Space probes and telescopes al-

low us to expand our knowledge of the universe. Many of us rely on the

Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites and other global navigation

satellite systems (GNSS) to find our daily destinations. Weather forecasts

are largely produced based on satellite data. Satellites also enable global

communication by providing telephone, internet, television, and radio ser-

vices [1, pp. 1–4]. In fact, satellite-based services are considered a core

infrastructure on which more complex systems depend on. For example,

global financial systems and electrical grids depend on GPS-based timing

services [2]. It seems likely that the importance of space-based services –

and satellite technology – will continue to grow.

At system level, a satellite can be split into platform and payload. Plat-

form includes the satellite structure, mechanisms, power systems, atti-

tude and orbit control systems, telemetry and commanding systems, ther-

mal control systems, and on-board data handling systems. Payload con-

sists of the mission-specific systems needed by the satellite to complete its

mission [1, pp. 4–9].

Satellites that have below 500 or 1000 kg launch mass have been con-

ventionally referred to as small satellites [1, p. 576]. Recently even

smaller satellites in the microsatellite (below 100 kg) and nanosatellite

(below 10 kg) classes have become popular. This has been driven by two

main factors: modern electronics can fit advanced, low-power function-

alities into small sizes, and small satellites are cheaper to develop and

launch [3].

The price of small satellites is driven down not only by the lower launch

costs, but also a design philosophy that aims to meet only the minimum
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goals for the mission and use commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technolo-

gies wherever possible [1, pp. 579–580]. The small satellite design philos-

ophy is also characterized by rapid development schedules. Project man-

agement and system engineering practices for small satellite projects are

often a selection of best practices from industry, with documentation prac-

tices made more lightweight [1, pp. 579–580]. Lal et al. suggest that

"small satellites" could instead be called "lean satellites", as their design

philosophy is more significant than their physical size [3].

Modern small satellites started to emerge in the 1970s and 1980s as ad-

vances in microelectronic technologies allowed creating devices with so-

phisticated functions but with small mass, volume, and power consump-

tion. COTS components have been preferred as devices developed for the

consumer markets have been smaller, cheaper, and more capable than

space-grade equipment. For example, powerful COTS processors have

allowed small satellites to perform advanced functionalities such as pro-

cessing science data on-board [1, pp. 575–582]. However, physics sets

limitations to what small satellites can achieve; for example, large trans-

mitter powers, antenna arrays and optical apertures still require building

large, conventional satellites [1, pp. 575–579].

Most nanosatellites during the past 20 years have conformed to the

CubeSat standard [4], which was introduced in 1999. Hundreds of Cube-

Sats have been launched since, with many more in development [5]. Cube-

Sats consist of one or more "units" (U), which are cubes approximately 10

cm per side; for example, a satellite consisting of three of these cubes is a

3U CubeSat. Aalto-1, a 3U CubeSat, is shown in Figure 1.1.

Perhaps the greatest CubeSat innovation is the standardized deploy-

ment pod made possible by the common form factor, which has allowed

cheaper access to secondary payload launches on multiple types of rockets.

The deployment pod also serves as a protective envelope to avoid a mal-

functioning satellite damaging the launch vehicle or the primary payload,

allowing CubeSats to launch with less stringent testing requirements [6].

For the first 10 years, CubeSats were primarily used for education and

technology demonstrations, and failure rates of early missions were high.

Academic and commercial communities have emerged around the Cube-

Sat concept, which have made subsystems and flight experiences avail-

able between projects [6].
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Figure 1.1. Aalto-1 at the Aalto University cleanroom. Photo: Aalto-1 / Aalto University.

1.1 Motivation of the research

Several small satellites can be developed and launched at the cost of a con-

ventional "large" satellite, which facilitates creating constellations of tens

or hundreds of small satellites. To reduce the ground control burden of

operating large constellations, it is often desirable to add autonomous fea-

tures to the satellites [7, p. 161]. As such constellations can provide real-

time global coverage for remote sensing, communications, and other appli-

cations, small satellite constellations are a topic of interest in academia

and industry [3]. Constellations of small satellites are well suited for

Earth observation at a high temporal resolution, frequently revisiting for

example the same ground target [8].

Use of inexpensive equipment has allowed development of new kinds

of space missions also by organizations and nations that do not have re-

sources to develop conventional spacecraft missions [9, p. 857]. For many

universities and institutions, CubeSats have provided an inexpensive way

of flying small scientific instruments and technology demonstrations into

space [10]. As CubeSat platforms have become more reliable, CubeSats

have been increasingly used to perform scientific measurements as well.

Commercial use of CubeSats has also increased recently; one example is

the Earth imaging constellation operated by Planet Labs [5].

Small satellite missions can be performed at a fraction of the cost of

conventional satellites [11], and small satellites can complement the func-
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tions of larger satellites [9, p. 853]. As small satellite constellations could

facilitate new kinds of commercial and scientific space missions, the re-

search for this dissertation has aimed at discovering and evaluating new

approaches for developing low-cost nanosatellite missions.

1.2 Scope of the dissertation

This dissertation focuses on the nanosatellite category of small satellites,

and especially to those that conform to the CubeSat standard [4]. How-

ever, some of the results are applicable to other small satellites and also

to other kinds of spacecraft.

The research for this dissertation has been conducted mainly within the

Aalto-1 nanosatellite project. The project began in 2010 and the satellite

was launched on June 23, 2017, becoming the first satellite registered in

Finland. The satellite has been mostly built by master and bachelor level

students, and as of this dissertation, Aalto-1 is still operational.

Aalto-1 is a 3U CubeSat, which sets the satellite mass to 4 kg and di-

mensions to 340.5 mm x 100.0 mm x 100.0 mm. The structure and sub-

systems of Aalto-1 are shown in Fig. 1.2.

Aalto-1 carries three payloads: a miniature hyperspectral camera called

Aalto Spectral Imager (AaSI) developed by VTT Technical Research Cen-

tre of Finland [12], a radiation monitor (RADMON) developed by Univer-

sity of Turku and University of Helsinki [13], and an electrostatic plasma

brake (EPB) deorbiting experiment developed by the Finnish Meteorolog-

ical Institute [14].

Platform subsystems include a Linux-based on-board computer (OBC)

(see Publication IV), UHF [15] and S-band [16] radios, a GPS-based navi-

gation system (see Publication II), an electrical power system (EPS) [17],

and an attitude determination and control system (ADCS) [18]. The elec-

tronics are placed in two circuit board stacks, the long stack and the short

stack, which are connected using a stack interface board.

The primary mission of Aalto-1 has been a technology demonstration

of the payloads and the platform subsystems, proving that the developed

systems function in space. The project also aimed to educate students in

all aspects of space mission design from concept to operations [6].

The aim of this dissertation is to identify and evaluate useful technolo-

gies and practices for developing low-cost nanosatellite missions. The pur-

pose is not to identify the set of all possible useful practices, but rather a
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Figure 1.2. The structure and subsystems of Aalto-1. The highlighted subsystems are: 1)
Radiation Monitor (RADMON), 2) Electrostatic Plasma Brake (EPB) 3) GPS
antenna and stack interface board, 4) Attitude Determination and Control
System (ADCS), 5) GPS and S-band radio, 6) Aalto Spectral Imager (AaSI),
7) Electrical Power System (EPS), 8) On-Board Computer (OBC), 9) UHF ra-
dios, 10) solar panels, 11) electron guns for the EPB, 12) S-band antenna, 13)
debug connector, and 14) UHF antennas. Adapted from originals by Aalto-1 /
Aalto University.

subset that consists of practices that have been encountered and studied

while designing, building, testing, and operating the Aalto-1 nanosatellite

mission. Far more useful technologies and approaches exist than are con-

sidered in this dissertation; for example, Kestilä [6] has identified other

important topics.

1.3 Research problem and questions

The research problem considered in this dissertation is to identify tech-

nologies and practices that are justifiably useful for developing

low-cost nanosatellite missions. While various CubeSat concepts are

regularly presented in conferences, many of those concepts have never ac-

tually flown in space, making it hard to discern which of the presented
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designs are actually plausible. The publications in this dissertation have

aimed to provide peer-reviewed knowledge and flight-proven designs that

could be useful for future nanosatellite missions. To limit the scope of

the work, the research has focused on themes described in the following

paragraphs.

Constellations of large number of small satellites are currently being

developed, as such constellations could provide rapid global coverage for

various Earth observation and communication purposes. Thousands of

small satellites are planned to be launched during the next decade, and

most of these could be nanosatellites [3]. Deploying such constellations

will either require multiple launches with smaller launch vehicles, or a

fewer number of launches with larger rockets and deployment using on-

board orbit maneuvering methods. Both small launch vehicles and on-

board propulsion methods are currently being developed [7, pp. 37–59,

112–150]. As found in this dissertation, atmospheric drag could also be

utilized for deploying nanosatellite constellations. The following research

question addresses this theme: How to use atmospheric drag to de-

ploy multi-plane nanosatellite constellations? This research ques-

tion is considered in Chapter 2, and has been studied in Publication I.

Using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components is one of the key ap-

proaches that facilitates the development of low-cost small satellite mis-

sions [3]. For the purposes of this dissertation, COTS components are

electronic components available on the market that have not been specif-

ically designed for space use, but are nevertheless integrated into satel-

lites. Educational CubeSats also usually heavily use COTS components

due to economic reasons. Experience in the Aalto-1 project has shown

that component manufacturers are often not interested in sharing details

of their manufacturing processes with universities, and component test-

ing opportunities may be limited. Selection of reliable COTS components

for educational nanosatellite projects can thus be challenging. The follow-

ing research question addresses this theme: How to select electronic

components for educational CubeSat projects? This research ques-

tion is considered in Chapter 3, and has been studied in Publications II

and IV.

Autonomous on-board navigation is one possibility for increasing on-

board autonomy, allowing for example position-based operations. For larger

satellites in low Earth orbits, global navigation satellite system (GNSS)

receivers have long been used for autonomous on-board navigation; espe-
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cially Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers have been popular. how-

ever, Shimmin et al. note that such receivers have only become available

for nanosatellites during the recent years [7, p. 60]. GPS receivers for

small satellites are available from vendors such as Surrey Satellite Tech-

nology and Novatel [3], but the usability of commercial off-the-shelf GPS

receivers for nanosatellite navigation has been less explored. The follow-

ing research question addresses this theme: What is the performance

of a commercial off-the-shelf GPS receiver for nanosatellite navi-

gation? This research question is considered in Chapter 4, and has been

studied in Publications II and IV.

The on-board data handling capabilities of small satellites are increas-

ing as developments in the mobile industry have brought powerful yet

low-power computing hardware to the market. Improvements in sensors

also require more advanced on-board data processing, as it is not nec-

essarily possible to downlink all the obtained data. Lal et al. suggest

that small satellite software requires standard, reliable code bases, and

that advances are needed in on-board autonomy and software extensibil-

ity [3]. Shimmin et al. suggest that using Linux in spacecraft could allow

utilizing the large catalogue of available open-source software for various

tasks, reducing the need for developing custom software solutions for each

mission [7, p. 95]. The following research question addresses this theme:

What are the benefits and drawbacks of Linux-based nanosatellite

on-board software? This research question is considered in Chapter 5,

and has been studied in Publications III and IV.

Small satellites have long been considered useful educational tools, as

while they are relatively inexpensive to develop, they allow engaging stu-

dents in the whole spacecraft development process from initial concept

to flight operations. The CubeSat standard was originally developed as

tool for education [5, pp. 28–32]. While CubeSats are often developed by

universities, they often also have scientific goals, and to achieve scientific

results the produced CubeSats must actually function in orbit. System en-

gineering and project management must thus be handled properly also in

educational CubeSat projects. The following research question addresses

this theme: How to combine education and project management

in a student satellite project? This research question is considered in

Chapter 6, and has been studied in Publications IV and V.

Chapter 7 concludes the summary part of the dissertation, and the pub-

lications on which the dissertation is based can be found as appendices.
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2. Constellation deployment using
atmospheric drag

This chapter considers a method of deploying nanosatellite constellations

to several orbital planes using atmospheric drag, originally proposed in

Publication I. Satellite orbits and constellations are described first, fol-

lowed by a description of the method and simulation results. It is con-

cluded that the method is feasible, and that the method could be useful

for nanosatellite missions with mission lifetimes longer than 5 to 10 years.

2.1 Satellite orbits

Orbits around Earth can be approximately thought of as ellipses, of which

the circle is a special case. Earth resides in one of the two foci of the ellipse

[19, pp. 9–13]. The state vector of a satellite, unambiguously defining the

orbit, consists of at least six parameters at a certain instant of time. The

orbit state vector is typically expressed either as Cartesian position and

velocity vectors or as Keplerian orbital elements.

The Keplerian elements, illustrated in Figure 2.1, include semi-major

axis a and eccentricity e, which denote the size and shape of the orbital

ellipse; inclination i, right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN) Ω,

and argument of perigee ω, which denote the orientation of the orbital

ellipse (and orbital plane) in space; and true anomaly θ, which denotes the

angular position of the satellite on the ellipse as measured from perigee

[19, pp. 129–140]. Eccentricity e can be solved from semi-major axis a and

semi-minor axis b:

e =

√
1 − b2

a2
. (2.1)

For the scope of this dissertation, a satellite in Earth orbit follows New-

ton’s second law:

r̈ =

∑
F(t, r, ṙ)

m
, (2.2)
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Figure 2.1. An illustration of semi-major axis a, semi-minor axis b, true anomaly θ, incli-
nation i, RAAN Ω, and argument of perigee ω. An Earth-centered inertial ref-
erence frame is used. X- and Y-axes lie on Earth’s equator, while Z-axis aligns
with Earth’s spin axis. X-axis points towards the vernal equinox (the point
where the Sun appears to cross the celestial equator from south to north),
and Y-axis completes the right-handed orthogonal set. Adapted from [1, pp.
85–93].

where r is the position, ṙ is the velocity, r̈ is the acceleration, t is time,∑
F is the sum of the forces acting on the satellite (dependent on time,

position, and velocity), and m is the mass of the satellite [20, p. 53]. An

Earth-centered inertial reference frame is used for the vector quantities.

The Keplerian elliptic orbits can be derived from Equation 2.2 and New-

ton’s law of gravity in the case of the two-body problem. The Keplerian

solution further assumes that the Earth is a point mass, and that gravity

is the only source of acceleration [19, pp. 103–106].

2.1.1 Orbit perturbations

The Keplerian elliptic orbit is only an approximation due to the uneven

mass distribution of the Earth. Other factors that also perturb the orbital

elements include atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, and gravity

of other objects in the solar system, such as the Sun and the Moon [20, pp.
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53–104].

The two most interesting perturbations for this dissertation are the

change in satellite RAAN due to the oblateness of the Earth (nodal pre-

cession), and the lowering of the orbit due to atmospheric drag. When

taking only the J2 gravitational term into account, an approximation for

the nodal precession in radians per orbital period T can be expressed as

dΩ

dt
= −3π

J2R
2
E

p2
cos i, (2.3)

where

p = a(1 − e2). (2.4)

For Keplerian orbits, the orbital period T is (in seconds)

T = 2π

√
a3

µ
. (2.5)

Here a is the semi-major axis, RE is the equatorial radius of the Earth, i is

the inclination, e is the eccentricity, and µ is the Standard Gravitational

Parameter for the Earth [1, pp. 79–100].

In sun-synchronous orbits, nodal precession is utilized to cause the RAAN

to change at the same rate as the Earth orbits the Sun. This results

in continuously predictable lighting conditions, as the satellite always

crosses the equator at the same local time. This is especially useful for

remote sensing satellites. The specific value for nodal precession, which

is required for sun-synchronous orbits, is usually achieved by combining

suitable altitude and inclination with near-zero eccentricity. For example,

for an 800 km sun-synchronous orbit with zero eccentricity, the required

inclination is approximately 98.57◦ [1, pp. 122–127].

The second important perturbation is due to atmospheric drag, which

causes circularization and lowering of the orbit. Equation 2.6, the drag

equation, can be used to estimate the drag force FD encountered by a

satellite traveling through Earth’s atmosphere.

FD =
1

2
ρv2CDA. (2.6)

Here ρ is the atmospheric density, v is the velocity relative to the atmo-

sphere, CD is the drag coefficient, and A is the cross-sectional surface

area of the satellite. The drag coefficient can be difficult to estimate, but

an approximate value CD ≈ 2.5 can often be used. Atmospheric density
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decreases when altitude increases, and it is also highly dependent on so-

lar activity [1, p. 23]. The satellite designer can affect the parameters CD

and A. Larger drag coefficient or larger surface area will result in greater

drag force [1, pp. 100–102].

2.2 Constellations

A satellite constellation is a group of satellites placed to a set of orbits

to provide some service that an individual satellite cannot provide, for

example due to coverage reasons. Navigation satellite constellations are

perhaps the best-known examples [1, pp. 127–128]. An example of a

satellite constellation is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. An example of a satellite constellation. Image from [1, p. 131].

Remote sensing satellites have conventionally been quite large, with one

satellite carrying several instruments. Small satellites have allowed mul-

tiplying a single kind of instrument to several low-cost satellites, achiev-

ing considerably faster revisit times [21]. As the low cost of small satel-

lites allows building several small satellites at the cost of a single conven-

tional one, small satellites facilitate creating constellations providing high

temporal resolution and global coverage [1, p. 578]. Potential small satel-

lite constellation applications include scientific and commercial Earth ob-

servation, disaster monitoring, telecommunications, and navigation [8].

Additionally, system robustness is increased as small, low-cost satellites

can be made redundant, reducing the performance degradation in case of

a single satellite failure [22].
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Constellations are currently one of the focus points of CubeSat and

nanosatellite research. Alvarez et al. list small satellite constellations

currently in operation or in development, serving purposes such as Earth

imaging, weather and space weather observation, and providing internet

and mobile data [23]. Chung et al. have identified 39 nanosatellite con-

stellations and formation flying missions in development [24]. A recent

example of a scientific CubeSat constellation was the QB50 constellation,

that studied the lower thermosphere (90 to 320 km altitude above Earth)

in 2017 using series of CubeSats deployed to low orbits. The CubeSat

orbits decayed quickly, while the CubeSats provided measurements of at-

mospheric properties [25]. A commercial remote sensing example is the

Flock constellation of CubeSats operated by Planet Labs [26].

2.2.1 Deployment

Launch costs often constitute a major part of the budget of any small

satellite mission, and sometimes they are the single biggest expense. De-

veloping a small satellite constellation with several different orbital planes

is currently either very expensive, if each satellite is launched on a ded-

icated launch vehicle, or unpredictable, if each orbit would need to be

achieved by waiting for suitable piggy-back launch opportunities [27].

To allow placing small satellites more accurately to desired orbits, both

smaller launch vehicles and small satellite propulsion systems are being

developed [7, pp. 112–150].

Crisp et al. discuss methods of spreading a constellation launched on a

single launch vehicle to several orbital planes. One described method is

to maneuver to satellite to different altitudes, causing the differing nodal

precession (Equation 2.3) at different altitudes to separate the right as-

cension of the ascending node (RAAN) of the orbital planes. When suitable

RAANs has been reached, the satellites are again maneuvered to similar

altitudes [28].

2.2.2 Deorbiting

To avoid increasing the amount of space debris as more small satellites

are deployed to low Earth orbits, more effort has been directed toward

methods of removing future small satellites from orbits that violate the

25-year guideline for orbital life [7, pp. 164–168]. Oltrogge et al. have

estimated that for CubeSats in circular orbit, the altitude should be below
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640 km in order to re-enter within 25 years [29]. Deorbit devices based on

increasing the drag area of the satellite have been developed. Harkness

et al. [30] describe a deployable drag sail, while Massen et al. [31], Lokcu

et al. [32], and Andrews et al [33] describe inflatable deorbit devices.

The AEOLDOS deorbit device, described by Harkness et al., is shown in

Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. The AEOLDOS drag sail undergoing deployment. Image from [30].

2.3 Multi-plane deployment using atmospheric drag

Publication I presents a method of deploying a constellation of nanosatel-

lites to several orbital planes using atmospheric drag.

2.3.1 Concept

The method is based on commercially available deorbit devices that are

used to initially place the satellites to different altitudes to increase RAAN

separation over time. When desired separations and final altitudes have

been reached, the deorbit devices are discarded to freeze the final alti-

tudes and relative RAAN separations.

Altitude and RAAN evolution was analysed for three existing CubeSats

launched on the same rocket: AAUSAT-2, CanX-2, and Delfi-C3. As ex-

pected, it was found that their observed altitude and RAAN behaviour

from 2008 to 2015 agreed with the background theory presented in the

paper. The altitudes and RAAN separations of the three CubeSats are

visualized in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Altitudes and RAAN separations of AAUSAT-2, CanX-2, and Delfi-C3, based
on two-line element sets. As altitude differences between the satellites in-
crease, the rate of RAAN separation also increases. RAAN of CanX-2, the
highest satellite, is used as the baseline. ©2016 IAA.

2.3.2 Simulation results

Simulations of the method were performed. The method is constrained by

three key factors: first, for drag-based orbit lowering to work, the initial

altitude must not be too high; second, to prevent the deployed satellites

deorbiting too soon, the final altitude must not be too low; and third, the

difference between these two altitudes must be as large as possible to

allow quicker RAAN separation.

Table 2.1. Simulation models and parameters. The models and parameters were selected
based on guidelines in [34].

Simulation model Model name Parameters

Earth gravity model JGM-3 70 x 70

Atmospheric drag MSISE-90 F10.7 = 60, 150, and 240; Kp = 3

Point masses Sun, Moon N/A

The models and constants shown in Table 2.1 were used in the simu-

lations. Solar radiation pressure effects were ignored as suggested for

long-term simulations in [34]. The simulation parameters were selected

to describe a CubeSat that could feasibly use the previously mentioned

AEOLDOS. For all simulations, the spacecraft mass was set to 4 kg. The

drag area of the satellite was set to 0.03 m2 when the drag sail is un-

deployed or discarded, and to 3 m2 when the drag sail is deployed. Drag
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coefficient Cd was set to 2.5 [1, p. 101]. It is assumed that the satellite has

sufficient active attitude control capability (using magnetorquers or reac-

tion wheels) to maintain maximum drag area. No flexible body dynamics

were considered in the simulations.

Based on the simulations, a starting altitude of approximately 800 km

and a final altitude of around 550–600 km were selected. Orbital decay

and RAAN separation on such orbits is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Two 3U CubeSats were simulated at approximately 800 km and 550 km or-
bits to ensure that the RAAN separation proceeds as expected, and that the
orbit of the lower satellite does not decay too quickly. Here, RAAN separation
increases from 0◦ to around 66◦ in around 500 days, while the orbit altitudes
remain nearly the same. ©2016 IAA.

However, it was also found that the method is highly dependent on solar

activity, as it affects atmospheric density at a given altitude and thus the

available drag. Solar activity will thus affect the selection of initial and

final altitudes. This is visualized in Figure 2.6.

It was found that it would take around 4 to 5 years to create a constella-

tion of 6 satellites with orbital planes spaced 30 degrees apart. Simulation

results of deploying two satellites, CubeSat 1 and CubeSat 2, to around

50-degree orbital plane separation are visualized in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8.

A constellation of 6 or more satellites could provide fast and global re-

visit times for Earth observation and other uses. The method does not

limit the number of satellites in the initial orbit; a large fleet of nanosatel-

lites could be launched on the same vehicle and deployed to a variety of

orbital planes using the method. They could also be deployed to different

relative positions within the same orbital plane using more conventional
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Figure 2.6. Simulation results showed that using a 3 m2 drag sail on a 4 kg 3U CubeSat,
the rate of orbital decay is highly dependent on solar activity. The F10.7
value represents the solar radio flux at 10.7 cm (2800 MHz). ©2016 IAA.
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Figure 2.7. Altitudes and RAAN difference of CubeSats 1 and 2. Altitude of CubeSat 1 is
lowered first to increase the rate of RAAN separation. Altitude of CubeSat 2
is later lowered to approximately freeze the RAAN separation. ©2016 IAA.

differential drag maneuvers. Also, the concept does not prevent the satel-

lites being used operationally before deployment to final orbits.

Initial and final altitudes set some limitations to possible missions, as

suitable altitudes need to be chosen. For long-term missions, 600 km is

probably in the lower end of usable final altitudes. This final altitude also

complies with the 640 km altitude limit for 25-year lifetime [29]. Initial

altitudes much higher than 800 km probably cannot be used effectively,

unless solar conditions and atmospheric density are extreme. The method
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Figure 2.8. Simulated deployment of CubeSats 1 and 2 after 1500 days. The approxi-
mately 50-degree separation of the two orbital planes was achieved within
1050 days, or 2.9 years. Image produced with GMAT. ©2016 IAA.

is plausible for long-term nanosatellite missions with design lifetimes of

approximately 10 years. Some existing CubeSats have already reached

nearly such lifetimes [35].

2.4 Discussion

The drag-based constellation deployment method presented in Publica-

tion I could be useful for CubeSat missions aiming for 5- to 10-year mis-

sion life. If a CubeSat fails above approximately above 640 km [29],

the 25-year deorbit rule [34] could be violated. To mitigate this risk,

there could be an independent watchdog and battery in the deorbit de-

vice, which deploys the deorbit device if communication is lost. The same

device could be used to both deploy the satellite to its mission orbit, and

also to ensure that the satellite does not contribute to space debris if it

fails before deployed to final altitude; no additional propulsion systems

would be needed for the CubeSat. If the deorbit device could be deploy-

able and retractable, it could allow multiple deployments for the satellite

– though at successively lower altitudes. Research has mostly focused on

differential drag methods, which can be used to separate satellites within

the same orbital plane, for example by maintaining the satellites in differ-

ent attitudes, exposing different cross-sections to atmospheric drag [36].

Differential drag maneuvers have been extensively used by Planet Labs

to deploy their CubeSat constellations [37].
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The InflateSail mission has tested a drag sail at the end of an inflatable

boom, using it to deorbit the satellite [38]. A deployable solar sail, which

is structurally similar to a drag sail, has been tested by the LightSail-1

mission [39]. Missions such as NanoSail-D, DragNET, and CanX-7 have

also demonstrated passive deorbit devices [3].

Further work is needed on developing a suitable drag sail discarding

system, and on how to minimize probability of collisions with the dis-

carded drag sails. Additional study is also needed on the required attitude

control of the satellites.

2.5 Conclusions of the chapter

This chapter proposed a method of deploying single-launch nanosatellite

constellations using atmospheric drag. Commercially available deorbit

devices are used to lower the initial orbit, and then discarded after the

correct altitude has been reached. RAAN precession at different altitudes

results in spreading the orbital planes of the satellites. Maneuvering all

satellites to a similar final altitude freezes the relative separation of the

orbital planes.

The method was validated with simulations, and the results were pre-

sented. Due to the timescales required by the method, it is best suited for

nanosatellite missions designed for long, 5- to 10-year lifetimes.
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3. Component selection for educational
nanosatellites

This chapter considers commercial off-the-shelf component selection for

educational nanosatellites, and describes the method used in Aalto-1. The

method has been outlined in Publications II and IV. Background is pro-

vided on space environment and on the use of commercial off-the-shelf

technologies in small satellites. The presented method is suggested to be

useful for educational nanosatellite missions, where reasonable reliabil-

ity is desirable but where educational aspects are also important. It is

concluded that the quality assurance burden of educational satellites can

be reduced when previous flight results are used in component selection,

and when critical components are made redundant.

3.1 Space environment

Compared to the conditions on Earth, the space environment poses sev-

eral engineering challenges that need to be taken into account. When a

satellite rides to orbit on a rocket, it is subjected to vibration and me-

chanical stresses for several minutes from lift-off to deployment from the

launch vehicle [1, pp. 12–17]. After being deployed, the satellite encoun-

ters microgravity and near-total vacuum. Microgravity causes materi-

als, especially liquids (such as propellants) to behave differently than on

Earth. The vacuum environment may cause outgassing in some mate-

rials, releasing molecules that may contaminate other surfaces, such as

optics [9, pp. 203–221].

In near-Earth environment, the vacuum is not total, and atmospheric

particles colliding with the spacecraft may erode spacecraft surface mate-

rials. The plasma environment around Earth contains ionized particles.

These may cause differential charging on the exterior and interior of the

satellite, which could cause electrical failures in equipment [9, pp. 203–
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221].

Thermal environment in space is also extreme, as temperature varia-

tions on the outer surface of a spacecraft can be more than 100 ◦C [1, p.

583]. The variations are caused by part of the spacecraft sometimes be-

ing in direct sunlight, while part of it is in the shadow. For a part of the

orbit, the whole spacecraft can be shadowed by the Earth. In vacuum,

heat is transferred away from spacecraft only by thermal radiation [1, pp.

357–366].

Ionizing radiation in space is caused by trapped particles in Earth’s

magnetic fields, solar flare protons, and galactic cosmic rays. Radiation

causes total ionizing dose accumulation over time, which degrades elec-

tronic components, possibly leading to failure of equipment. The ionizing

particles may cause single-event effects, which include non-destructive bit

flips and also destructive effects, such as short circuits [9, pp. 203–221].

Micrometeoroids and space debris may collide with the satellite at or-

bital speeds with catastrophic results. The increase in satellite constel-

lations may contribute to the amount of space debris and probability of

collisions [9, pp. 203–221].

3.2 Commercial off-the-shelf items in small satellites

In this dissertation, the term commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) refers to

commercially available items and components that have not originally

been designed for space use, but are nevertheless integrated into satel-

lite designs. This corresponds to the definition in ECSS-Q-ST-20-10C [40,

p. 6], except that while the standard does not cover individual electronic

components and software items, they are considered in this dissertation.

Components designed for space may use special manufacturing tech-

niques and undergo extensive validation campaigns to provide assurance

that they will operate in space for extended periods of time. The spe-

cial techniques, extensive validation, and small production volumes mean

that dedicated spacecraft components are expensive and have long lead

times [41]. Spacecraft development costs can be considerably lowered by

using COTS components instead of space-grade ones [1, pp. 579–587].

COTS parts combined with rapid development schedules allow introduc-

ing latest technologies to small satellites [42].

In some cases, the COTS approach may actually increase reliability, if

the system consists of a smaller number of slightly less reliable compo-
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nents [9, p. 860]. The total reliability Rtotal of a system of components

(when ignoring redundancy) can be calculated as

Rtotal =

N∏
k=1

Rk, (3.1)

where Rk is the reliability of component k (between 0 and 1) and N is the

total number of components. The number of components scales with the

spacecraft mass, and a conventional "large" satellite may have a hundred

times more components than a small satellite [9, p. 860].

Redundancy refers to the existence of more than one means for perform-

ing a given function. In hot redundancy, all entities are powered on and

operating, while in cold redundancy only one entity is operating and the

rest are powered off [43]. Redundancy can be used to improve reliability of

COTS-based systems [44]; SpaceX has used this approach in their Dragon

and Falcon spacecraft [45]. Planet Labs has incorporated redundancy in

their constellation, as the satellites themselves are redundant [26].

3.2.1 Selecting commercial off-the-shelf components

Component selection approaches are driven by the needs of the mission.

Large, conventional satellites aiming for long lifetimes require stricter

component selection than educational nanosatellites that can complete

their mission within just months of operation. Conventional, institutional

spacecraft projects often follow standardized procedures in component se-

lection. For example, European Space Agency (ESA) missions often use

European Cooperation for Space Standardization (ECSS) standards [46].

Small satellite projects are often constrained only by the component and

material requirements set by the launch provider and may decide for

themselves which additional standards, if any, to use.

While extensive use of COTS components is characteristic for small

satellites, off-the-shelf items are also utilized in the traditional space in-

dustry. ECSS-Q-ST-20-10C defines an approach for utilizing off-the-shelf

items in spacecraft hardware. The standard states that for each COTS

item candidate an evaluation dossier should be maintained, which eval-

uates the candidate against the project requirements. Up to three candi-

dates should initially be identified, and after thoroughly evaluating the

candidates, the best candidate should be selected for a make-or-buy deci-

sion at the preliminary design review phase. If the off-the-shelf item is

selected to be purchased, it will then be subjected to a qualification cam-
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paign to ensure it can fulfil the mission requirements. Flight units can be

procured either with or after the qualification units [40, pp. 10–11].

ECSS-Q-ST-60-13C considers the selection of commercial electrical, elec-

tronic, and electromechanical components, and describes a system of three

component classes. Class 1 has the strictest quality assurance, while class

3 has the lowest assurance and highest risk [47]. However, the standard

dictates lot acceptance tests, screening and evaluation processes even for

class 3 components. As this may be prohibitively cumbersome for small

satellite projects, Sweeting and Underwood recommend a selection of best

practices and system level testing rather than testing individual compo-

nents [1, pp. 579–587].

As small satellites likely use mostly passive thermal control techniques,

COTS parts with high temperature ranges should be preferred, for exam-

ple those with industrial (-40 ◦C to +85 ◦C) or military (-55 ◦C to +125
◦C) temperature ranges. Total dose endurances of different COTS compo-

nents vary widely, and may even vary within different production batches

of the same component. Components with available test data or flight

heritage should be preferred. Radiation-induced bit flips and short cir-

cuits can be expected to occur, and their effects should be mitigated by

error correction codes (ECC) and current limiters that quickly disconnect

power from a short-circuiting device. Component mounting should also

be considered, as poorly mounted or soldered components could become

disconnected during launch [1, pp. 579–587]. Derating – operating com-

ponents at loads well below their maximum specifications – can be used to

reduce stresses on components and to prolong their operational life [48].

Components containing plastic should be avoided, although Sweeting and

Underwood note that plastic-encapsulated integrated circuits have often

been used without problems [1, p. 583]. Lead-free solders should be

avoided, as lead-free tin is prone to forming whiskers that could cause

short circuits [47]. Component packages with leads such as quad flat

package (QFP) are to be preferred over ball-grid array (BGA) components,

as inspecting the quality of solders for the latter can be difficult [49].

Failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) is one method

that can be used to identify potential failures in system components in

order to define mitigation strategies. In FMECA, potential failures are

ranked by criticality based on their severity and probability of occurrence.

The most critical potential failures have the highest priority for defining

mitigation strategies, including e.g. redundancy. When needed, results of
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FMECA can be used to redesign parts of the system to reduce criticality

of potential failures [50, p. 7].

Sinclair et al. discuss "buy-and-fly" and "careful COTS" approaches to

small satellite component selection, and note that component selection

and testing requirements should be driven by mission orbit, mission life-

time, and expected shielding. The "buy-and-fly" approach means that

components are simply taken into use with no radiation testing, and they

are perhaps subjected to vibration and thermal testing; in their view such

approach is only useful for satellites with very short design life and low

expected radiation dose. In the "careful COTS" approach, the expected

total ionizing dose over the whole mission should be analysed for a given

component, considering its placement and possible shielding provided by

rest of the spacecraft. If the expected total dose is over 30 krad, the com-

ponent should be shielded better, or the expected mission life should be

shortened. If the expected total dose is below 30 krad, the component

should be purchased in lots, and components within the same lot should

be radiation tested up to 30 krad. If the test passes, components from the

tested lot can be taken into use; if the test fails, the selected component,

shielding, and mission life should be re-evaluated [41].

Pignol describes COTS component usage at CNES, especially in mi-

crosatellites, and notes that COTS component usage is more common in

space missions with lower quality assurance requirements. Pignol states

that COTS components should not be taken into use without at least

single-event latch-up and destructive physical analysis tests, and also

considers single-event upset testing mandatory for components such as

processors and memories [51].

Kingsbury et al. describe component selection and radiation testing for

their CubeSat mission in development, and note that components were

selected for testing based on criticality within the system, lack of existing

test data, and possible use of technologies vulnerable to radiation [52].

3.3 Component selection in Aalto-1

Both the Aalto-1 on-board computer (Publication IV) and the navigation

system (Publication II) along with the UHF, S-band, and antenna deploy-

ment subsystems have been built in-house by the student team using

COTS components. Neither the CubeSat standard nor the launcher re-

quirements specified what kind of components to use, and thus a custom
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approach – based on best practices outlined by Sweeting and Underwood

[1, pp. 579–587] – had to be developed. While not specifying components,

the launcher requirements did specify the required system-level quality

assurance steps – including test campaigns – that were needed for accep-

tance as a payload. Qualification has been done mostly at system level,

although some components have gone through an extensive verification

and validation campaign for both educational and engineering purposes.

The used COTS components have been selected using the process depicted

in Figure 3.1.

Identify need for a 
component type

Start

Search literature 
and component 
catalogues for 

matching 
components with 

space heritage

Found matching 
component?

Take component 
into use and publish 

flight results

Test facilities 
available?

Find untested but 
promising 

component 
candidate

No

Yes

Do tests pass?

Yes

Yes

No

Add mitigation

Mitigation
possible?

No

Risk
acceptable?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 3.1. A representation of the COTS component selection process used in Aalto-
1. The process is suitable for educational nanosatellite projects with limited
resources. Regardless of testing status, redundancy can be considered for the
most critical components as a form of risk mitigation. Testing in Aalto-1 has
been usually done at system level, rather than at component level.
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When selecting COTS components, the first picks have been components

that have documented flight heritage from previous CubeSat or other

spacecraft missions as suggested by Sweeting and Underwood [1, pp. 579–

583]. For example, microcontrollers from the MSP430 family were pre-

ferred due to their previous successful flight heritage in other CubeSats.

If suitable COTS components with flight heritage have not been found,

promising components with suitable materials, packaging, wide temper-

ature ranges, or other high-reliability features have been preferred next.

If testing opportunities have been available, the components have been

tested individually or as part of subsystems, but in many cases compo-

nents were selected and taken into use with little or no component-level

testing. The Aalto-1 mission itself is considered a flight test for the re-

maining components. CubeSats such as SACRED [53], MTCube [54], and

GomX-4B [55] have aimed to test COTS components in space by flying

them as payloads.

Redundancy was also employed to improve reliability. To achieve mini-

mum functionality, Aalto-1 needed its antennas to deploy and UHF radios,

on-board computer (OBC), and electrical power system (EPS) to work suf-

ficiently. Antenna deployment, UHF, and OBC were made redundant, and

an EPS with flight heritage was procured from an experienced manufac-

turer. While hot redundancy could achieve shorter downtimes, no critical

need for it was identified. For simplicity, only cold redundant features

were used.

The Aalto-1 redundancy scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Both UHF

radio and OBC boards had two cold redundant branches to allow oper-

ation even if some COTS parts would have failed. Redundancy was not

used in subsystems that were not critical for communications.

Two antennas were deployed at the beginning of the mission but are

operated in a cold redundant configuration. Each antenna is connected

to a single cold redundant UHF radio chain. The MSP430 arbiter on the

OBC selects which of the two UHF chains is used, and having just one

antenna set deployed would be sufficient for communicating with that

UHF chain and with the currently active OBC. The active UHF chain is

autonomously switched by the OBC at regular intervals to provide a com-

munication window even if one of the UHF chains is unusable. The an-

tennas and UHF radios were not cross-strapped to simplify circuit design.

The MSP430 on the OBC board is also responsible for selecting which cold

redundant OBC branch is active, based on health data from the branches.
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Figure 3.2. A redundancy scheme has been used in systems critical for communicating
with Aalto-1. Antennas, UHF and OBC are cold redundant, while the EPS
has been procured from an experienced supplier. The EPS contains several
redundant power production chains.

The attitude control system and the electrical power system were con-

sidered mission-critical and complex systems. To increase chances of a

successful mission, it was deemed best to obtain them from experienced

space system providers rather than using designs prepared by students.

COTS component selection in Aalto-1 has not been limited to hardware;

many COTS programs and utilities have been imported to the Linux op-

erating system, removing the time and effort to develop similar tools in-

house. As of this dissertation, the developed systems have successfully

operated in orbit for over a year.

3.3.1 Aalto-1 radiation environment

Sweeting and Underwood note that 5 krad total dose can be used as a

reasonable design limit for untested COTS components, but some compo-

nents may fail at doses below 5 krad [1, pp. 584–585]. Sinclair et al. state

that some components may even fail at doses below 1 krad [41].

To evaluate what kind of total doses could be expected during the mis-

sion, SPENVIS [56] simulations were performed. Aalto-1 orbit was input

to the simulator using a two-line element set (TLE) from the day after the

launch:

1 42775U 17036L 17175.91693244 +.00000926 +00000-0 +46225-4 0 9991

2 42775 097.4499 235.6592 0013218 229.4373 130.5712 15.19916135000219

The Aalto-1 aluminium frame has 1.5 mm thickness [57], though the

thickness may vary in places. SPENVIS inputs were selected partially

based on description by Sinclair et al. [41]. Solar minimum was selected

for the models, as the current (as of this dissertation) solar cycle is nearing
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a solar minimum. The inputs are listed in Table 3.1, and the simulation

results are visualized in Figure 3.3.

Table 3.1. SPENVIS inputs. For inputs not listed here, default settings were used.

Model Inputs

Spacecraft trajectories

Mission duration: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years

Orbit input as TLE

No drag, no solar radiation pressure

Representative trajectory duration 1 day

Trapped proton and electron fluxes
Protons: AP-8, solar minimum

Electrons: AE-8, solar minimum

Long-term solar particle fluences

ESP-PSYCHIC (Total fluence)

Ion range H to Ni

Confidence interval 95 %

Galactic cosmic ray fluxes

Ion range H to Ni

ISO-15390 standard model

Solar activity: Solar minimum (May 1996)

Ionizing dose simple geometries

Dose model: SHIELDOSE-2

Shielding configuration: centre of Al spheres

Target material: Silicon

Mission elapsed time [years]
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Figure 3.3. Results of SPENVIS simulations of total ionizing dose (TID) for Aalto-1 in-
ternal electronics for different aluminium shielding thicknesses. The alu-
minium frame of Aalto-1 is approximately 1.5 mm thick, but the thickness
may vary in places. The 5 krad "reasonable untested design limit" is also
shown.

Based on the SPENVIS results, total ionizing dose inside Aalto-1 will

likely exceed the 5 krad threshold in late 2019 or early 2020. Lower limit
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for the radiation endurance of the Aalto-1 components could be estimated

based on how long the mission is ultimately operated successfully.

3.3.2 System level testing in Aalto-1

Most environmental testing for Aalto-1 has been performed on system

level, and tests of individual components have been rare, though they

were also done for educational purposes. As described in Publication II,

two models of the Aalto-1 satellite exist: the engineering model (EM)

which has also been used as the qualification model (QM), and the flight

model (FM). The EM is mechanically and electrically nearly identical to

the FM, but some subsystems such as the attitude determination and con-

trol system and the plasma brake are only partially implemented in the

EM. Qualification tests were performed on the QM, and acceptance tests

on the FM. Qualification levels are harsher than acceptance levels as the

QM does not need to fly into space after the tests, and thus shortening the

system lifetime is not a concern.

Vibration and shock tests of the whole satellite have been performed

at VTT Expert Services to match levels expected to occur on a Falcon 9

launch, which was then expected to be the Aalto-1 launch vehicle. The

vibration and shock tests are described in more detail in Publication II.

After the vibration and shock tests, the satellite was powered up and func-

tionally tested. A modal survey was performed before and after vibration

and shock tests to check if the resonance peaks of the satellite structure

had changed. After this, a full visual inspection was performed. In addi-

tion, the QM was disassembled after the test as a further inspection step.

No anomalies were found in any of the tests, and the vibration and shock

qualification tests were considered successful.

Thermal vacuum tests have also been performed at VTT facilities. The

used thermal vacuum chamber is shown in Fig. 3.4. The satellite was

powered both on and off during the thermal vacuum tests, and on-board

scripts were used to operate and monitor the satellite instruments. No

issues were discovered in thermal vacuum testing.

While vibration, shock, and thermal vacuum tests have been performed,

radiation testing opportunities have been limited. Some important com-

ponents have been tested with a proton beam at University of Jyväskylä

as reported by Forstén [58]. The tests were carried out using a 50 MeV

proton beam, which was sufficient for evaluating total ionizing dose en-

durance and to cause some bit flips to check that the error handling fea-
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Figure 3.4. The satellite (left) being prepared for the thermal vacuum chamber (right).
©2016 IEEE.

tures work. However, the proton energies were not high enough to ac-

curately characterize the probability of bit flips during the mission or to

cause latch-ups. The I2C controller and the SDRAM chip were tested indi-

vidually. No effects in the I2C controller were detected when individually

irradiating it to a 3.1 krad dose. In SDRAM testing, no single upsets were

found. Instead, 164 whole blocks of 63 memory addresses had corrupted,

which was suspected to be due to upsets in the SDRAM controller. The

whole OBC board (including also the I2C controller and SDRAM) was ir-

radiated to a 15.8 krad dose, and the AT91RM9200 microcontroller was

irradiated to 16.9 krad dose as a 1.1 krad run had been performed on it

earlier. A total of 383 internal SRAM bit flips in the CPU were observed,

and bit flips caused the OBC to boot 141 times. A few OBC boots occurred

without bit flips inside the CPU SRAM, which could be related to bit flips

inside SDRAM or in other parts of the CPU. The OBC and the compo-

nents on it worked after the 15.8 krad dose, except for a 1.8 V switching

regulator which broke down at 12.6 krad, causing its output voltage and

current to go outside specifications. However, the OBC continued to work

even with the faulty regulator.

Based on the above observations, it was estimated that bit flips or cor-

ruption would occur almost daily in the on-board computer memories.

However, it was considered much less likely (or less frequent) that the

corruption would occur in locations that would prevent OBC operation,

and in such events the built-in mitigation mechanisms would reboot or

switch the OBC. The radiation results of the OBC were considered suffi-

cient, and the design was decided to be flown.
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3.3.3 Components used in Aalto-1

As mentioned, the subsystems built for Aalto-1 are still functioning in

orbit as of this dissertation. No permanent failures have been observed

in the student-built GPS, OBC, S-band, and UHF subsystems, though of

these only OBC and UHF have been in constant operation. The satel-

lite has been able to produce and downlink scientific data using its spec-

tral imager and radiation monitor instruments. By May 2018, 29 visual

camera images and 24 spectral images had been taken, and the radiation

monitor had collected several months of measurements [59]. However, the

two procured subsystems, ADCS and EPS, have so far caused most of the

problems. Full attitude control with the ADCS has not yet been reached,

and the EPS has suffered resets for unknown reasons. The mission status

is further discussed in Chapter 5.

Since the electronic components could now be considered to have flight

heritage, other small satellite builders could be interested in which com-

ponents were used. The active components used in the in-house developed

platform subsystems are listed in Table 3.2. Simple components such as

transistors, resistors, and capacitors are not included in the list, but usu-

ally components with extended temperature ranges were selected. Sin-

clair et al. state that passive components can be reasonably assumed to

be radiation tolerant to up to 30 krad [41].

3.4 Discussion

As described, Aalto-1 was assembled from COTS components that were

selected with the presented component selection method. Redundancy

was used in the most critical subsystems for the mission, namely the sub-

systems needed for the communications chain – antennas, UHF radios,

and the OBC – while the EPS, with some internal redundancy, was se-

lected from an experienced provider. The combination of redundancy and

COTS components has also been used for example by two prominent "new

space" companies, SpaceX and Planet Labs. SpaceX uses multiply re-

dundant COTS-based flight computers on their Dragon spacecraft [45].

Planet Labs assembles their imaging CubeSats with COTS components,

and the satellites themselves are redundant within the constellation [26].

A weakness in the method of using past flight experience of COTS com-

ponents is that newly procured parts will almost certainly be from a dif-
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Table 3.2. List of active electronic components in Aalto-1 subsystems developed at Aalto
University. The information has been extracted from the Aalto-1 GitHub
repository, except for the antenna deployment system (ADS), for which infor-
mation was obtained from [15]. Note that the antenna deployment system
timer was only used once at the beginning of the mission.

Subsystem Manufacturer Part number N Description

ADS Fairchild Semiconductor CD4060BC 1 Timer circuit

GPS

Adactus ADA-15A 1 GPS antenna

Fastrax IT03-16 1 GPS receiver

Texas Instruments TPS73130-EP 1 Voltage regulator

OBC

Fairchild Semiconductor 74LVX125MTCX 1 Quad buffer

Alliance Memory AS4C16M16S 2 32 MB SDRAM

Adesto Technologies AT45DB642D 2 8 MB DataFlash

Atmel AT91RM9200 2 Microcontroller

Fairchild Semiconductor FDC6329L 2 Switch

Texas Instruments INA199A2 1 Current-sensing amp

Texas Instruments LP3990MF-1.8 2 1.8 V regulator

ON Semiconductor MC74HC157A 1 Data selector/mux

Texas Instruments MSP430FR5729 1 Microcontroller

NXP Semiconductors PCA9665 2 I2C controller

NXP Semiconductors PCF8523 1 Real-time clock

Cypress Semiconductor S29JL064J 2 8 MB NOR Flash

Cypress Semiconductor S34ML02G1 2 256 MB NAND Flash

Texas Instruments SN65LVDS049 2 LVDS driver

Texas Instruments SN74CB3T16211 2 Bus switch

Texas Instruments TMP275 1 Temperature sensor

Panasonic BR1632A 1 Coin battery

S-band

Texas Instruments CC2500 1 2.4 GHz transceiver

Texas Instruments MSP430FR5739 1 Microcontroller

Qorvo RFPA5200 1 Power amplifier

Texas Instruments TPS2557 1 Switch

Texas Instruments TPS73130-EP 1 Voltage regulator

UHF

Texas Instruments CC1125 2 < 1 GHz transceiver

Future Electronics FDC6329 4 Switch

Texas Instruments LP3985 2 Voltage regulator

Maxim Integrated MAX2640-DEV 2 RF amplifier

Texas Instruments MSP430FR5729 2 Microcontroller

Qorvo RF5110 2 Power amplifier

Texas Instruments TPS78228DDCT 2 Voltage regulator

Texas Instruments TPS78233DDCT 2 Voltage regulator

ferent lot than the components that have the flight experience. De Marino

even notes that components in a single lot may contain components manu-

factured with different methods [60]. The past performance in space then

does not guarantee the performance of the newer components with the

same part number. The criticality of the specific component for the sys-
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tem and mission must be considered, and if needed, lot testing will need

to be performed and redundancy utilized.

While ECSS standards were one starting point in the practices used

in Aalto-1, the standards often require requesting data from component

manufacturers, such as analyses and information about their quality con-

trol system and manufacturing processes. Experience in the Aalto-1 project

has shown that component manufacturers are not often willing to share

their process details with university projects.

The Aalto-1 component selection approach could be contrasted with the

"Buy and fly" and "Careful COTS" approaches suggested by Sinclair et al.

[41]. Sinclair et al. suggest that COTS components should not be consid-

ered for applications where the expected total dose is over 30 krad, and

when the expected total dose is below 30 krad, the components should be

purchased in lots, and the procured lots should be subjected to radiation

testing before actually selecting the components for use. Sinclair et al.

admit that this incurs a risk using thousands of dollars to purchase com-

ponents that end up being unacceptable for flight use. This financial risk

may be too much for a student satellite project.

Testing on the ground – when facilities and other circumstances allow –

is preferable to discovering problems in orbit. However, flying components

in space is in itself a form of qualification. Preferably there should exist a

robust and redundant solution for the communication-critical systems: if

the satellite is dead on arrival to orbit, nothing can be said about the en-

durance of components on-board. When satellite operations are success-

fully established, the on-board systems can be monitored via telemetry

and endurance of the selected components can observed.

Langer and Bouwmeester [61] have studied CubeSat reliability and the

perceptions CubeSat developers have on failure causes. They found that

around 20 % of CubeSats were dead on arrival to orbit, 40 % of Cube-

Sats had failed after one year in orbit, and after two years around 45 %

of CubeSats had failed. They found that the on-board computer, electri-

cal power system, and the communication system were the most critical

subsystems whose failure most often led to loss of mission – these are

also the subsystems that were considered the most critical in Aalto-1. In

many dead on arrival cases failure reasons were impossible to determine

conclusively, as contact with the satellite was never established.

The approach proposed in this dissertation – intended mainly for stu-

dent satellites – is to use components with flight heritage as much as
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possible. If test opportunities exist for the remaining components, they

can be tested, but in the end all required components should be taken

into use. The importance of testing at every phase of component selection

and system assembly is also stressed by Masutti et al. [62]. For Cube-

Sats to stay attractive, Langer and Bouwmeester call for careful selec-

tion of components, and lightweight but effective satellite-level functional

testing practices that provide reasonable quality assurance with minimal

burden to the development process [61].

Nanosatellites are also being considered for interplanetary missions,

and the mission durations and radiation environments may be harsher

than for missions in low Earth orbit. These applications will also drive

the development of radiation hardened and radiation tolerant nanosatel-

lite systems [7, p. 99].

3.5 Conclusions of the chapter

Features and challenges of COTS component use in spacecraft were pre-

sented. The component selection method used in Aalto-1 was outlined.

In Aalto-1, components with previous flight heritage were preferred, but

components with no heritage were also taken into use where needed.

System-level testing was preferred over testing individual components.

A list of active electronic components was also provided.

As of this dissertation, Aalto-1 and the components selected with the

presented method have functioned in orbit for over a year; the results

are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. The method is suggested to be

useful for educational nanosatellite missions, where both mission reliabil-

ity and educational aspects need to be considered. It should however be

noted that Aalto-1 is the first nanosatellite built at Aalto University with

the approach described in this dissertation, and provides just one sample

of the method.
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4. Autonomous navigation for
nanosatellites

This chapter considers the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) global

navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers for autonomous navigation

of nanosatellites. While multiple GNSS constellations provide navigation

services today, mostly Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers have

been used for autonomous spacecraft navigation. Publication II describes

the development and planned operations of the COTS-based navigation

subsystem of Aalto-1, and Publication IV describes the achieved results

in orbit. Orbit determination methods are presented first, followed by

description and results of the Aalto-1 navigation subsystem. The applica-

tions of autonomous navigation are discussed. It is concluded that the per-

formance of COTS GNSS receivers is sufficient for supporting nanosatel-

lite mission autonomy.

4.1 Orbit determination

Satellite orbits are traditionally determined by including a transponder

in the satellite telemetry-command subsystem for ranging [1, pp. 455–

456], and fitting an orbit to several ranging measurements from a certain

ground station for example with a least squares method [63, pp. 94, 159–

199]. Radar or optical observations can also be used [9, p. 140]. Many

CubeSat missions do not determine their orbits independently, but rather

rely on two-line element (TLE) sets published by the Joint Space Oper-

ations Command (JSpOC). TLEs contain a satellite identifier, six orbital

elements, and drag-related terms. TLEs are updated by JSpOC up to sev-

eral times per day [64]. TLEs can be used to propagate the orbit and solve

the satellite position near the TLE epoch. TLE accuracy is usually enough

for tracking the satellite with ground station antennas, and for schedul-

ing operations to be performed when the satellite is above some land area
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or water body [65].

4.1.1 Autonomous navigation

On-board GNSS receivers are commonly used for orbit determination of

spacecraft in low Earth orbit [1, p. 318]. As GNSS receivers provide po-

sition and velocity information continuously, sequential estimation algo-

rithms such as the extended Kalman filter (EKF) can be used to estimate

the orbit [63, pp. 199–261]. As size and power requirements of GNSS re-

ceivers have decreased, such receivers have been increasingly used for au-

tonomous navigation of small satellites as well [1, pp. 594–610]. PoSAT-1

in 1993 was the first microsatellite to use a GPS receiver in orbit [66], and

SNAP-1 in 2000 was the first nanosatellite to do so [67]; both were built

at the University of Surrey.

Bouwmeester et al. found in their 2010 survey found that 16 % of pico-

and nanosatellites carried a GPS receiver [42]. Shimmin et al. note that

while GPS receivers have flown in microsatellites for over a decade, they

have become available to nanosatellites only during the recent years [7, p.

60]. For export control reasons, civilian off-the-shelf GNSS receivers often

have velocity and altitude restrictions implemented in firmware which

need to be considered before using the receivers in space applications [68,

pp. 236–237].

4.2 Results from the Aalto-1 navigation subsystem

Aalto-1 has demonstrated the use of COTS GPS receiver in space as de-

scribed in Publications II and IV. The navigation system is based on the

Fastrax IT03-16 GPS receiver, which was selected as Fastrax agreed to

provide firmware to Aalto University without the altitude-velocity restric-

tions that are usually enabled in civilian GPS receivers. An off-the-shelf

antenna, Adactus ADA-15S, is used to collect the GPS signals. The navi-

gation subsystem printed circuit board (PCB) is shown in Figure 4.1, and

the GPS antenna is shown in Figure 4.2.

Position and size available for the GPS antenna in Aalto-1 were not

optimal due to the late introduction of the GPS into the satellite de-

sign. If sufficient room would have been available, a hermetically sealed

aerospace-grade antenna could have been used. When Aalto-1 is stabi-

lized to its nominal attitude, the GPS antenna points toward the flight
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Figure 4.1. The Aalto-1 navigation subsystem flight model, sharing the same circuit
board with the S-band radio. The Fastrax sticker has been removed from
the Flight Model after taking this picture to avoid outgassing issues. ©2016
IEEE.

Figure 4.2. The Aalto-1 flight model with the Adactus ADA-15S GPS antenna high-
lighted. ©2016 IEEE.
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direction rather than the optimal zenith. The navigation system has been

integrated into a CubeSat-stack compatible circuit board, and an appli-

cation program was written for the on-board computer to collect the GPS

fixes produced by the receiver.

4.2.1 Ground validation campaign

Antenna integration tests and operational tests were performed to ensure

that the navigation system can operate when integrated into the satel-

lite, and environmental tests were performed to ensure that the system

withstands the space environment.

Table 4.1. Signal simulator characterization of the Aalto-1 navigation system. 50 685
valid fixes in simulated orbital conditions were collected. Geometric dilution
of precision (GDOP) and number of satellites have been used to filter the fixes.

Fixes within 100 m (unfiltered) 53.9 %

Fixes within 100 m (GDOP < 3, ≥ 6 sats) 96.9 %

Fixes within 20 m (GDOP < 3, ≥ 6 sats) 65.3 %

Fixes with GDOP < 10:
Error type Radial Flight direction Cross-track

Mean pos. err. -9.35 m 3.13 m 9.87 m

Standard dev. 104.66 m 130.33 m 52.49 m

Mean vel. err. 0.20 m/s 0.61 m/s 1.49 m/s

Standard dev. 15.67 m/s 15.12 m/s 7.32 m/s

Fixes with GDOP < 3, ≥ 6 sats:
Error type Radial Flight direction Cross-track

Mean pos. err. 0.40 m 3.41 m -0.95 m

Standard dev. 19.84 m 27.27 m 12.29 m

Mean vel. err. 0.20 m/s 0.61 m/s 1.49 m/s

Standard dev. 15.28 m/s 13.50 m/s 5.68 m/s

GPS signal simulations of orbital conditions proved to be useful in char-

acterizing the orbital performance of the receiver. The simulations also al-

lowed showing that the receiver and its adapted firmware had no altitude

and velocity restrictions. Measured performance in the signal simulations

is shown in Table 4.1. When assembling the satellite inside the cleanroom,

an inexpensive off-the-shelf GPS repeater was used to produce the GPS
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signal environment inside the cleanroom to allow integration tests.

The primary purpose of the navigation subsystem is to support the three

scientific payloads, but it could also be used for synchronizing the on-

board time and updating an orbit propagator in the attitude determina-

tion and control system. An orbit fitting script was developed in MATLAB

to be used during operations for ground analysis. The orbit fitting script,

developed based on description by Tapley et al. [63, pp. 199–210], propa-

gates an extended Kalman filter through the GPS fixes. The force model

includes J2 gravitation and atmospheric drag. The epoch of the solved

orbit is the time of the last GPS measurement. The script also uses astro-

dynamics functions by Vallado [69].

The script processes all given GPS measurements with the following

algorithm:

1. Read the next GPS measurement Yi at time ti with weighing Ri

2. Integrate reference trajectory Xi|t and state transition matrix Φi

from ti−1 to ti

3. Covar. matrix time update with process noise Pi|t = ΦiPi−1ΦT
i +Q

4. Compute observation deviation y = Yi −Xi|t

5. Compute Kalman gain K = Pi|t(Pi|t +Ri)
−1

6. Covar. matrix measurement update Pi = (I −K)Pi|t

7. State measurement update Xi = Xi|t +Ky

8. If measurements left, go back to 1; otherwise Xi is the fitted orbit

state at the epoch of last GPS measurement

Simulations indicated that good quality GPS fixes produced by the re-

ceiver have approximately 20 m position and 20 m/s velocity accuracy, and

orbit solutions produced by the fitting script with good quality fixes have

accuracy below 5 m and 0.05 m/s. The orbit fitting tool was tested with

Monte Carlo simulations, and results are visualized in Figure 4.3.

4.2.2 In-orbit navigation results

Flight results from the navigation subsystem are described in Publication

IV. The first GPS fix from Aalto-1 was obtained six days after launch on

29 June 2017, making the GPS subsystem the first non-critical subsystem
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Figure 4.3. Monte Carlo simulations of orbit fitting. The orbit fitting script was run 1000
times with two kinds of Gaussian noise in the simulated GPS fixes. 300 con-
secutive fixes, or 5 minutes of receiver operation, were used for each run. The
histograms show the position and velocity error magnitudes at the epoch of
last fix on the horizontal axis and the amount of orbit fits on the vertical axis.
Position accuracy at least doubles with orbit fitting, while velocity accuracy
increases at least two orders of magnitude. ©2016 IEEE.

to be successfully operated. The first GPS track obtained from Aalto-1 is

visualized in Fig. 4.4.

In Publication II, it was suggested that the GPS subsystem could be

commissioned during the initial days of the mission in order to obtain an

accurate set of orbital elements, as there could be a risk of starting to

track the wrong satellite if the initial JSpOC-provided TLE is assigned to

an incorrect satellite. As mentioned in Publication IV, this did actually

occur: the GPS measurements helped identifying the correct two-line el-

ement set (TLE) from the published set of orbits for satellites launched

on the same rocket, and the correct TLE information was forwarded to

JSpOC.

Currently the navigation system is operated when scheduled by ground,

but if operated continuously, the GPS-provided position and time informa-

tion could be used in a more integrated fashion by scheduling operations

also by position, not just time. An example could be taking a picture when

some latitude and longitude is reached. The Kalman filter developed for

ground analysis could easily be adapted to work on-board the satellite in

real-time, providing accurate navigation continuously.
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Figure 4.4. The first GPS track measured by Aalto-1 extends from West Africa to the
South Atlantic at approximately 502 km altitude. The satellite trajectory
is displayed as a white line, and the ground track as a black line. Image
produced with Google Earth.

4.3 Discussion

Aalto-1 successfully demonstrated the use of a COTS GPS receiver in a

nanosatellite. However, the altitude-velocity restrictions need to be re-

moved from COTS receivers before they can be used. Other nanosatel-

lite missions that have performed similar demonstrations include CanX-2

[70] and RAX-2 [71], both of which used GPS receivers from NovAtel. The

COMPASS-1 mission attempted to use DLR’s Phoenix GPS receiver in

their CubeSat, but the GPS experiment failed [72], while the AeroCube-4

CubeSats successfully used a custom-built GPS receiver [65]. In addi-

tion to simple positioning of the satellite, applications of GPS receivers

have included coarse attitude determination using the satellite signal

strengths and a known antenna pattern [73], and supporting orbital ma-

neuvers [74].
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GPS was selected to be included in Aalto-1 in 2011, and at the time

nanosatellite GPS was still relatively rare; as mentioned, Bouwmeester

et al. found in 2010 that around 16 % of nanosatellites, or 15 out of 94

studied, carried a GPS receiver. By this dissertation, GNSS receivers are

becoming commonplace in nanosatellites. Low-cost and low-power GNSS

receivers designed for nanosatellites, such as piNAV-L1 from SkyFox Labs

[75], have recently appeared on the market. COTS receivers may still

have more features than the nanosatellite-dedicated receivers, and may

remain popular for scientific and demonstration purposes. For example,

CanX-2 used their dual-frequency GPS receiver for atmospheric radio oc-

cultation experiments [70].

Autonomous nanosatellite navigation has several applications: for ex-

ample, Pei et al. describe a docking experiment of two CubeSats using

carrier-phase differential GPS for relative positioning [76], and Gurfil et

al. describe an autonomous formation flying experiment of three Cube-

Sats, where the CubeSats maintain their relative position using GPS

measurements [77]. Autonomous navigation could be useful for schedul-

ing also operations such as imaging based on position, not just time. To

conserve power, Rossouw suggests powering the GPS only intermittently

to refresh an on-board propagator that can continuously provide accurate

position solutions [78].

Autonomous features have been considered for the Aalto-1 flight soft-

ware, and the related programs could be updated during flight, but this

has not been implemented as of this dissertation. As mentioned, the de-

veloped and tested Kalman filter could be taken into use as an on-board

orbit propagator. The power saving technique suggested by Rossouw could

also be applied.

GNSS receivers are a plausible navigation solution only for low Earth

orbits. To extend autonomous navigation beyond Earth orbits, one inter-

esting idea is pulsar navigation, where signals for X-ray pulsars are used

for positioning; the expected accuracy is at kilometre level. Such a system

could allow truly autonomous and universal navigation anywhere in the

solar system and beyond [79].

4.4 Conclusions of the chapter

This chapter considered autonomous navigation of nanosatellites and pre-

sented the development, design, and flight results of the COTS-based nav-
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igation subsystem of Aalto-1.

The subsystem, based on a commercial GNSS receiver, was found to be

capable of providing satellite state vectors with up to 5 m and 0.05 m/s

accuracy when combined with an extended Kalman filter. Low-cost navi-

gation subsystems for CubeSats were found to have become commercially

available during the research period. COTS receivers – especially ones

supporting multiple frequencies – may still be useful for some scientific

tasks, provided that the altitude-velocity restrictions can be removed.
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5. The case for Linux in space

This chapter considers the benefits and drawbacks of Linux use in space-

craft flight software. Publication III is a literature review that explores

the current state of the art, and Publications II and IV present Linux

use in Aalto-1. Results, observations, and lessons learned are discussed.

It is concluded that the use of Linux could facilitate developing reusable

on-board software. It is also predicted that Linux use in spacecraft will

continue to increase, especially on the payload side of spacecraft. How-

ever, several risks are identified.

5.1 Spacecraft on-board data handling

Spacecraft on-board computers are responsible for handling telecommands

sent by ground, providing telemetry to the ground, processing on-board

data, and controlling the spacecraft platform and payload devices. A

spacecraft may have several on-board computers that handle different

tasks for platform and payloads [1, pp. 458–466].

5.1.1 On-board computer hardware

Similarly to other embedded computers, a spacecraft on-board computer

usually has at least a processor, random access memory (RAM), read-only

memory for boot code, mass memory, data bus interfaces, and a power

supply. Perhaps unlike many other embedded computers, some parts of

the on-board computer may be redundant to circumvent possible hard-

ware malfunctions [80, p. 54]. Conventional satellite computers often use

space-grade processors and other parts, while small satellite computers

are assembled from COTS parts [1, pp. 581–582].
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5.1.2 On-board software

On-board software must typically provide at least a telecommand and

telemetry interface that is utilized by ground control or some other on-

board software running on another on-board computer. The software typ-

ically performs functions such as collecting telemetry from various instru-

ments for housekeeping purposes, controlling payloads and platform sub-

systems, and operating sensors and actuators to control the spacecraft at-

titude and orbit. Typically the software has several distinct tasks, which

often necessitates the use of a multi-tasking operating system [80, pp.

88–92].

Spacecraft are typically operated using a mission timeline that contains

operations to be performed at some future time. Telemetry from subsys-

tems can be collected and stored on-board when the ground segment does

not have contact with the spacecraft [1, pp. 580–582].

On-board software can be roughly divided into three parts: hardware

driver software for providing abstractions of the underlying hardware,

an operating system (OS) for providing task and resource management,

and application software for providing the mission-specific functionality

[80, pp. 88–92]. Typical OS selections have included real-time operating

systems (RTOS) such as RTEMS and VxWorks, though some simpler on-

board software may not need an OS at all [80, pp. 43–46]. This software

division is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Application Software (ASW):
 Mission-specific functionality

Operating System 
(OS):

Task scheduling and 
resource allocation

Hardware Driver 
Software (HDSW):
Abstraction of the 

hardware

Hardware

Figure 5.1. Generic on-board software architecture. ©2017 IEEE.

Software development projects for conventional spacecraft missions tend
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to follow strict, standardized procedures [80, pp. 129–176]. The projects

often take at least several years to complete, and produce a high ratio

of documentation to implemented software [81]. Reusability of software

from one mission to the next can be poor [82]. Small satellite projects, due

to their shorter development schedules and low-cost approach, tend to be

more receptive to agile development processes [83].

5.2 Linux in spacecraft

Stakem suggested already in 2002 that the commercial off-the-shelf phi-

losophy, already used with hardware, could also be taken into use in the

spacecraft software realm by using operating systems based on the Linux

kernel with readily available software tools for various tasks [84].

The Linux kernel provides operating system facilities such as virtual

memory, processes, communication sockets, and files. The kernel is re-

sponsible for driving the devices, managing input-output access, schedul-

ing processes, enforcing memory sharing, and handling signals. A boot-

loader is typically used to start the kernel, and the kernel is never stopped

while the embedded device is running. The Linux kernel has support for

many data buses and communication protocols useful for spacecraft de-

velopers, including at least CAN bus, Modbus, SPI, I2C, and serial port

[85, pp. 1–86]. A generic Linux-based on-board software architecture is

illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Application Software (ASW):
 Mission-specific functionality

Libraries to interface with the kernel

Hardware

Linux kernel:
 High-level abstractions

File systems
Network protocols

Low-level interfaces

Figure 5.2. Generic Linux-based on-board software architecture. ©2017 IEEE.

Publication III describes Linux use in spacecraft flight software, start-
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ing from the earliest found example, NASA’s FlightLinux project. Further

spacecraft that have used Linux, as found in Publication III, include at

least QuakeSat, TacSat-1, MidSTAR-1, UWE-1 and UWE-2, X-Sat, IPEX,

STRaND-1, LightSail-1, PhoneSat satellites, and perhaps most promi-

nently Falcon and Dragon vehicles by SpaceX, and Dove satellites by

Planet Labs. However, it is likely that not all spacecraft operators have

disclosed their Linux use.

5.2.1 Benefits of Linux use in spacecraft

Several benefits of Linux use were identified in Publication III. Linux has

wide support for many hardware architectures – perhaps the widest sup-

port by any OS – which allows freedom in selection of the hardware plat-

form. The Linux code base can be relied upon due to its wide adoption,

and availability of source code allows verifying correctness and correcting

found problems without delay.

The open source nature and portability of Linux allows independence

from specific vendors. The large Linux developer community provides

support and developer recruitment pool. Open source licensing may al-

low for low cost of adoption, but licensing issues need to be considered

when developing software for Linux.

Linux has support for many communication protocols and standards,

which makes interfacing with external devices easy. The Linux kernel

also has optional real-time capabilities. Standardized development tools

for Linux are available for example from the GNU project. Parts of soft-

ware can be developed and debugged on desktop Linux computers and

ported to flight environment with little effort.

A huge catalogue of Linux-compatible software is available that can be

taken into use in the flight computer with little effort, including data com-

pression, file systems, operations scheduling, data processing, security-

related software, algorithms, and scripting. Standards such as POSIX al-

low flight software to be decoupled by modularizing it to sets of programs

or processes that run on Linux, reducing development time and allowing

per-program updates to the system.

5.2.2 Challenges of using Linux in spacecraft

Drawbacks of Linux were also identified in Publication III. They include

limitation to mostly to 32-bit and 64-bit architectures, possibly lost re-
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sources due to unused software packages, concerns about hard real-time

suitability, and difficulty of validating Linux-based systems.

Architectural limitations are no longer a major issue, as low-power 32-

bit and 64-bit processors have been developed for the needs of the mobile

industry, and are readily available as COTS products. As the cost of on-

board computer hardware goes down, the lost resources due to unused

packages may not be a problem, and the need for detailed optimization of

the software could be reduced.

The hard real-time suitability and the closely linked validation issues

are greater problems for Linux. Linux codebase is large, and systems

based on it will be complex, and thus hard to test. A kernel patch called

PREEMPT_RT exists which aims to make the Linux kernel itself more

real-time compatible; however, this may not be enough for hard real-time

needs [86]. For hard real-time systems, solutions include running hard

real-time tasks in a separate device with an RTOS, or using a separation

microkernel that runs hard real-time tasks in RTOS kernels, and uses a

separate Linux kernel to handle other, less urgent tasks [87]. A microker-

nel partitioning solution, described by Craveiro et al. [88], is illustrated

in Figure 5.3. As mentioned in Publication III, other microkernel-based

solutions include RTAI, RTLinux, μITRON, and xLuna.

Hardware

Partitioning microkernel

RTOS 
kernel 1

ASW
Partition

1

RTOS 
kernel ...

ASW
Partition

...

RTOS 
kernel N

ASW
Partition

N

Linux 
kernel

ASW
Partition
(Linux)

Figure 5.3. Linux kernel and time-space partitioning in an example system that has sev-
eral RTOS kernels and one Linux kernel. Adapted from [88]. ©2017 IEEE.
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5.3 Using Linux in Aalto-1

As a use case of Linux in space, Publication IV describes the development,

design and flight results of the Linux-based on-board computer of Aalto-

1. The on-board computer hardware is custom-built, and runs Linux on

two cold redundant AT91RM9200 microcontrollers. A simpler MSP430

microcontroller acts as an arbiter, selecting which of the redundant mi-

crocontrollers is active. The arbiter is always on and monitors a heart-

beat signal from the active microcontroller. If the heartbeat signal is lost,

the arbiter tries to restart the current microcontroller; if too many retries

occur without a successful boot, the arbiter switches to the other micro-

controller. The Aalto-1 on-board computer is shown in Figure 5.4 with

some important components highlighted.

1
2 2

3

1

3

4
55

6 6

Figure 5.4. The bottom and top sides of the Aalto-1 on-board computer flight model,
with the microcontrollers and memory chips annotated: 1) 256 MB NAND
Flash, 2) 8 MB NOR Flash, 3) 32 MB SDRAM, 4) MSP430 arbiter, 5) 8 MB
DataFlash, 6) AT91RM9200 microcontroller. ©2018 IEEE.

The basic application software of the satellite has been written in C as

Linux userland programs. Shell scripts are used to automate operations

by activating application programs and by redirecting inputs and outputs

between programs and the file system. The on-board software has been

developed using the POSIX principles with command line input/output

interfaces. The application software of the Aalto-1 on-board computer is

visualized in Fig. 5.5.

An example of an Aalto-1 application program is provided by Publication

II, which describes how the GPS-based navigation subsystem has been

integrated with the OBC. The actual GPS navigation is handled by the

receiver firmware, but a GPS program running on the OBC controls the

operation of the GPS receiver, and parses and distributes the position and
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Housekeeping Linux tools

ECC/MemCheck

Communication Scheduler

S-BandUHF GPSArbiter

EPS ADCS

<<Interface>>

Command line and file system interface

RADMON AaSI

EPB

libArbiter libEPS libICPlibRadio libSband

Figure 5.5. Aalto-1 application software runs on top of the Linux operating system. Com-
munications infrastructure provides ground access to the communication ap-
plication and mission scheduler, which operate subsystem-specific programs
and utilities over the command line. Custom-developed libraries are used to
interface with hardware. Separate programs control each individual subsys-
tem. ©2018 IEEE.

time information. The GPS program accesses the receiver via a serial port

using a Linux device file. No drivers needed to be written for the serial

port, and the GPS program only needs to parse the incoming GPS fix data.

When run, the GPS program sets up the receiver and records incoming

GPS messages, which arrive at 1 Hz. The GPS program makes the posi-

tion and time data available to other subsystems by writing the data to

a set of files. The fixes are later downlinked for ground analysis. Due to

the availability of file systems and serial drivers on Linux, a few hundred

lines of code is enough to handle the entire integration of a subsystem.

The scripting capabilities in Linux have proved powerful, as they have

allowed combining custom mission functionalities with off-the-shelf pro-

grams, such as gzip compression [89]. For example, a script was written

that acquires images with the spectral imager, computes histograms for

them, and automatically compresses the images. The script operates both

mission-specific programs and COTS programs, interfacing with them us-

ing the command line and the file system. The script was uploaded to the

satellite and has since been used in operations.

The existence of additional software and utilities (such as compression)

allowed tailoring the mission operations in ways not planned beforehand;

for example, almost all files were compressed with gzip before downlink,

while previously it had been considered only for images. However, it was

found that the housekeeping and monitoring functionalities could have
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been more extensive; for example, when unexpected reboots occurred, of-

ten data was not sampled frequently enough to determine the causes.

Development time for the Aalto-1 flight software was estimated to be

approximately 6.195 person-years of work; this development pace by a

student team was made possible by the large existing catalogue of off-the-

shelf software that could be taken into use as a part of the flight software.

The existence of freely available and powerful development environments

for Linux was also a contributing factor.

The on-board computer has continued to function well. As described in

Publication IV, from launch to November 2017 the on-board computer en-

countered 38 boot events, of which 35 have been unplanned; however, 31

out of 35 seem to be related to the electrical power system rather than the

on-board computer, one boot event is explained by an identified software

bug, and the remaining three could be radiation-related, as they were ob-

served during a solar storm in September 2017. The reboots, overlaid on

proton flux values, are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. Various boot events affecting the OBC from the first five months in space,
overlaid on proton flux values obtained from [90]. ©2018 IEEE.

The operational impact of the reboots was limited to interruption of pay-

load data collection tasks and the subsequent minor loss of data. Inter-

estingly, from December 2017 to August 2018 only 4 electrical power sys-

tem resets were observed. Further on-board computer reboots were ob-

served during that period, but these were determined to have occurred

due to software bugs. The software bug reboots do not trigger the arbiter

switching logic, and the nominal on-board computer branch has been in
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use since mid-October 2017. Most reboots and resets observed during the

mission have occurred within a month after the September 2017 solar

storm, strongly suggesting a radiation-related cause.

The Linux adoption challenges identified in the previous section have

not been a problem in Aalto-1, as a suitable processor for running Linux

was readily available. The computer has enough processing power, RAM,

and disk space to spare, and thus lost resources have not been a problem.

The computer has no hard real-time deadlines, and no real-time adapta-

tions of Linux are used.

The Aalto-1 on-board software validation approach has been to use so

called mission operations scripts or health check scripts as high-level

functional tests of the satellite. These shell scripts reside on the satel-

lite file system, and they can be activated via the communication system;

they have been used both during development and during the mission.

Although they are high-level, they require much of the satellite to work

perfectly. In case of failed tests, the exact cause of failure needs to be

searched by debugging or, if needed, by writing additional, more localized

tests. However, Aalto-1 on-board software validation cannot be considered

comprehensive.

5.3.1 Lessons learned from Aalto-1

During Aalto-1 development, several lessons were learned that could be

useful for spacecraft developers considering Linux use.

Off-the-shelf computer hardware should preferably be used instead of

designing custom hardware, unless desirable from an educational point

of view. While designing a custom on-board computer nearly from scratch

was an educational experience for many students, in many cases a much

more practical solution would be to select some off-the-shelf embedded

Linux computer, and only develop a satellite-compatible interface board

for it. This would also allow more focus on developing the application soft-

ware, as the embedded computer likely already has tools for basic Linux

setup.

Using the UNIX pipeline principle allowed developing smaller, modu-

lar programs and quickly integrating them with a wide range of existing

utilities for Linux. Existing off-the-shelf utilities on the computer have

also provided a useful operations toolkit. For example, while compression

for the AaSI images was considered beforehand, the gzip program resid-

ing on the computer was taken into daily use to compress almost all data
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to be downlinked; this allowed using the limited downlink bandwidth ef-

ficiently. Modular programs and scripts are also easier to update from

ground as they are self-contained units. Traditional flight software up-

dates require applying code patches to existing binary images, perhaps

applying the patch outside the original program area and adding jump

instructions to the original program image. In Aalto-1, the program bina-

ries and scripts are files that can be uplinked and downlinked easily.

The satellite file systems could have been partitioned better. For ex-

ample, there could be a read-only root file system that would always be

bootable if the memory hardware is intact. Science and mission data

could be maintained in a separate file system, and the basic system could

be bootable even without the science file system. In Aalto-1, both boot-

critical data and modifiable mission data are maintained on the same file

system, unnecessarily adding risk of unintended writes to the boot-critical

files which could make that configuration unbootable.

Development of the on-board data handling system should heavily fo-

cus on providing a working and robust telecommand-telemetry link with

ground, including high throughput services such as file transfer. It is also

prudent to develop a dedicated housekeeping service to obtain informa-

tion about the satellite health without invoking too many other high-level

functions. When the basic communication system is in place, in a Linux-

based system it is very easy to develop modular programs that communi-

cate with each other for example over the command line. If the commu-

nication system allows the ground operator to communicate input/output

to the command line, all programs that are executable via the command

line can then be operated, and shell scripts can also be used for automa-

tion. Command line output can be directly downlinked or stored to a file,

depending on the situation.

Even though the satellite computer is a very complex and capable sys-

tem, operating it is like peering through a keyhole – it is very easy to

lose track of the current system state. It takes several telecommands and

telemetry back and forth to establish for example what is the current file

system state, which programs are running, etc. Even though the Linux-

based system could be very autonomous, in practice the slow bandwidth

during communication must be taken into account when planning the

communication sessions. The limited communication bandwidth should

have been considered more during development, for example by integrat-

ing the slow bandwidth to all executed tests. Many tests were executed
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on the command line via a fast secure shell (SSH) connection, which con-

tributed to an unrealistic perception of observability; in reality, only a

fraction of the command line output can be downlinked. Some Aalto-1

programs ended up having a bloated command line interface, which com-

bined with the small bandwidth makes communication with ground slow.

The software must include extensive diagnostic functions; diagnostics

such as power status, boot logs, and processor, memory and file system

usage allow determining if the Linux system is healthy. The housekeep-

ing values should preferably be collected at a high sampling rate to an

on-board log that contains values for example for the last 7 days. The

logs can be normally downlinked at a lower sampling rate, but it can be

very helpful to be able to downlink housekeeping logs with a high sam-

pling rate when troubleshooting problems. Aalto-1 encountered mysteri-

ous on-board computer crashes, and their causes were sometimes impos-

sible to determine due to lack of death reports produced when the crash

occurred. Diagnostics that allow determining the reason of unexpected

crashes should be implemented. In Aalto-1, while EPS and the arbiter

record reasons for their most recent reboots, the data is not systemati-

cally and automatically collected. The reboot reasons should be automat-

ically collected to a log file that would allow post-mortem analysis of each

reboot.

The on-board scripts have proved very useful and versatile when unex-

pected situations have occurred. For example, when the ADCS unexpect-

edly kept restarting itself after a short period of detumbling, a script was

developed that automatically re-enabled the ADCS until a specified time

had elapsed. Even though a further problem in the ADCS firmware was

later identified, it was demonstrated that a short script uploaded from

ground can allow circumventing a serious on-board problem.

The health check scripts developed during mission planning proved ex-

cellent tools for functional testing of the satellite. The planned mission

operations were implemented as executable scripts. These scripts can

then be used for software testing and hardware health checking. If the

scripts do point out a problem, more specific tests or debugging will be

needed, but the functional coverage of such scripts can be very high. Thus

the investment in mission design also pays back in a better test suite. The

flight and ground station software developers should provide automated

operations tools for the mission planners, who can then use these tools to

produce operations scripts, formalising the mission plan into a testable
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format.

The operation scripts can be taken into use as automated test scripts,

executed for example every night as part of continuous integration as sug-

gested in [91]. In Aalto-1, lack of automated tests meant it took more time

finding out if some software or hardware change had broken the system.

The operation scripts could also have been written (at least in pseudocode)

before actually implementing the software, allowing a test-driven devel-

opment approach. The operation scripts could be considered as formalised

use cases, that could be used to guide development as a substitute for for-

mal requirements.

5.4 Discussion

Linux use in space has rapidly increased during the last five years; most

spacecraft using Linux in their avionics have been launched by SpaceX

and Planet Labs. As mentioned, QuakeSat in 2003 was possibly the first

satellite to launch with Linux. Linux use in spacecraft is illustrated in

Figure 5.7, and in launch vehicles in Figure 5.8. Since not all operators

publish their Linux use, the figures represent the lower limit of Linux

prevalence.
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Figure 5.7. Use of Linux in spacecraft (not including launch vehicles) from 2003 to 2017.
Linux-using spacecraft are mostly counted from Publication III; total number
of spacecraft has been estimated based on information from [92] and [93].

In 2017, 35 % of spacecraft and 21 % of launch vehicles used Linux

in their avionics. In case of spacecraft (not counting launch vehicles),

Planet Labs contributed the most with Linux on-board, while SpaceX with
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Figure 5.8. Use of Linux in launch vehicles from 2003 to 2017. Successful Falcon 1 and
Falcon 9 launches have been counted as Linux use; total number of successful
launches has been estimated based on information from [93].

their Dragon spacecraft is another notable contributor. In case of launch

vehicles, only SpaceX has announced using Linux in their Falcon rockets.

As these two companies have been very successful with their Linux use,

it seems likely that use of Linux in all kinds of spacecraft will continue to

increase.

The Aalto-1 project also studied using Linux in a CubeSat. Kestilä notes

that initial software development for Aalto-1 was easier due to existing

Linux utilities, and that the Linux-provided SSH connection to the satel-

lite helped development and testing in the later phase. However, due to

Aalto-1 being a student project, not all the benefits of Linux were appar-

ent during development [6].

Linux is continuing to be popular in small satellite projects due to its

benefits. Spacecraft avionics providers such as Space Micro and Tyvak

already offer spacecraft computers that support Linux [7, p. 99]. One

microsatellite spin-off company from Aalto is using an off-the-shelf Bea-

gleBone Black as the on-board computer [94]. In addition to BeagleBone

Black, Shimmin et al. note also that Raspberry Pi and Intel Edison could

be useful Linux-supporting on-board computer platforms for small satel-

lite developers [7, p. 92]

A huge catalogue of Linux software exists that could be taken into space

with very little effort. For example, the Planet Labs CubeSats perform

part of their image processing on-board using open source software [95],

and Shimmin et al. suggest that OpenCV supported by BeagleBone could
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be useful for imaging applications [7, p. 92]. Platform-independent, generic

spacecraft software modules could be written and distributed across mis-

sions. Linux could make it easier to develop hardware-independent satel-

lite software systems. Chien et al. suggest that using Linux-based on-

board software also could help developing more autonomous satellites

[96].

Use of Linux in spacecraft is not yet as widespread as it could be, es-

pecially in traditional space industry avionics. Two reasons could explain

this: first, it is difficult to comprehensively validate Linux-based systems;

and second, licensing of Linux-based software may be unattractive for

some developers and organizations.

5.4.1 Validating Linux-based systems

In Aalto-1, system and software testing was mainly done on a functional

level by using high-level operations scripts. This allowed combining mis-

sion operations design with system-level validation. However, the testing

performed on Aalto-1 was not comprehensive, and bugs have been dis-

covered during the mission. Also Aalto-1 did not have hard real-time re-

quirements, and real-time issues were not considered during validation.

Validation for any mission becomes easier if the OBC does not have real-

time requirements.

Projects such as Linux Test Project exist to automate testing the Linux

kernel, but these do not appear to be comprehensive [97]. Kornecki et

al. note that as of 2009, they found no Linux implementations that had

been certified or verified for DO-178B, which is safety-critical software

standard used in the aerospace industry [98]. Kammerer suggests that

while it may impossible to certify the whole stock Linux kernel, it could

be possible to certify a carefully selected subset of it [99].

For validation of the Linux-based application system to be feasible with

reasonable resources, the Linux system serving as the software founda-

tion should be considered reliable. McGuire suggests that this could be

argued based on the Linux development lifecycle and large community

[100]. The validation efforts could then concentrate on the developed ap-

plication software.

Corbet suggests methods for achieving safety critical real-time Linux

operation, which are in two categories: first is to use a dedicated device,

processor, or microkernel to handle safety critical real-time tasks, while

the Linux system is used to handle the remaining tasks; and the second
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is use a real-time enhanced kernel. The latter option however does in-

deed complicate validation, as all safety critical features need to be imple-

mented in Linux. Corbet also notes that some safety critical systems can

be "proven in use" [87]. For example, SpaceX has also demonstrated with

their Falcon 9 rocket that Linux can be successfully used in hard real-time

systems. However, it appears that without using hardware or software

partitioning, being able to trust lives and equipment on Linux seems an

open problem. It could then be the spacecraft payload side where Linux

can take foothold also in the traditional space industry. Linux validation

solutions usable for satellites could also emerge from other industries,

such as automotive or medical industries [101].

5.4.2 Linux and licensing

Another reason for the current non-adoption of Linux in traditional space

industry avionics could be the licensing conditions and the related debate.

The Linux kernel is released under the GNU General Public License ver-

sion 2 (GPL), which can be considered highly restrictive in the sense that

works derived from the Linux kernel also have to remain under the same

open source license [102]. Any code that modifies or includes GPL code

or any portion of a GPL program cannot be distributed outside the de-

velopment organization under any other license than GPL. Distribution

includes also the case when the code is a part of an embedded system, for

example a satellite subsystem. However, if only unmodified GPL code is

included to an embedded system for the purpose of running it, the custom

code need not be placed under GPL [85, pp. 18–23].

Torvalds states that the GPL in Linux does not cover user programs that

only use kernel services by normal system calls, and the user programs

are not considered to be derived from Linux. For applications and drivers

in user space, the implementation can be closed-source. GPL does cover

custom kernel space modules developed and compiled with the Linux ker-

nel, and source code to those modules must be made available on request

[103]. However, GPL does not appear to propagate to kernel modules that

are loaded at run-time, if they only access the so-called non-GPL symbols

in the running base kernel [104]. Whether the kernel’s GPL should in-

deed propagate to dynamic kernel modules is controversial in the Linux

community [85, pp. 18–23]

For example, if an attitude control system manufacturer wanted to cre-

ate Linux drivers for their product that need to run in kernel space, they
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would have to either distribute the drivers under GPL, or as a loadable

kernel module that only accesses non-GPL symbols. Companies such as

Red Hat have developed business models around distributing open-source

software by selling support and services for their open-source products

[105], while for example NVIDIA distributes their Linux drivers as load-

able closed-source modules [106].

5.4.3 Accelerating Linux adoption

As noted in Publication III, platform-independent software systems could

be developed to run on Linux, and they could be used in various space-

craft. Wooster et al. have also suggested developing open source on-board

software modules that could be distributed across missions [107]. For ex-

ample, many spacecraft use the same attitude determination and control

theory and algorithms. It could be possible to develop generic attitude de-

termination and control system (ADCS) software, that only needs custom

drivers for ADCS components from different manufactures. This would

be somewhat similar to gpsd, a Linux utility that allows interfacing with

GPS devices provided by various manufacturers [108]. Missions that do

not have certain subsystems could also easily omit certain unnecessary

modules.

Developing common open source modules could be one possibility of ac-

celerating Linux adoption in the space industry. Such endeavours include

at least NASA’s Core Flight System and the NanoSat MO system being

developed for ESA’s OPS-SAT CubeSat.

NASA’s Core Flight System is an open source package of commonly

needed software modules for spacecraft software. Linux is supported for

development and testing purposes, but flight computers use real-time op-

erating systems [109].

Coelho describes the NanoSat MO flight software system that is planned

to be tested on ESA’s OPS-SAT. NanoSat MO is designed to run main

spacecraft on-board software functionalities on Linux. However, it is re-

leased under the ESA open source license, which limits its availability to

ESA member states [82].

License selection is important if it is desirable that also commercial op-

erators could benefit from the software modules. For user space modules,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) license could be one option,

as it is a popular license for open source software projects that can be

freely taken into use also in proprietary projects. The only restriction is
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that the MIT license notification must be maintained with the adapted

software [110]. Developed kernel space modules might need to remain

under GPL.

It is likely that Linux use in spacecraft will continue to grow, driven

by the small satellite market. For the traditional "large" satellites, Linux

may first appear on the payload side, where it is less critical for spacecraft

health, and where COTS software can be utilised for example for payload

data processing. The architecture of ESA’s OPS-SAT reflects this, as it

has a robust main computer and a Linux-based payload computer [111].

ECSS-E-ST-40C defines code coverage requirements to be reached by

testing for different software criticality levels [112]. The criticality levels

are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. ECSS software criticality levels [80, p. 169].

Level Failure consequences

A Catastrophic consequences (loss of mission etc.)

B Critical consequences (endangering mission)

C Major consequences

D Minor or negligible consequences

Software for e.g. manned spacecraft is often in the most critical category,

while ground support software could be in the least critical category [80,

p. 169]. In unmanned satellites, platform software could be developed

in category B while payload software could be in category C [113]. While

category B software must meet 100 % statement and branch coverage

with tests, code coverage requirements in category C can be agreed on a

project basis [112]; it appears that Linux could be more feasible on the

payload side (rather than platform side) also in the ECSS framework, as

full code coverage with tests could be difficult to reach with Linux.

5.5 Conclusions of the chapter

It was found that Linux offers several benefits for spacecraft software de-

velopers, and companies such as SpaceX and Planet Labs have realized

these benefits in their spacecraft systems. Many of these benefits were

also evident during Aalto-1 development and operations. The portability

of Linux-based software could allow developing open source modules and

algorithms that can be shared with various spacecraft missions.
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However, the greatest risks with Linux use are the questionable hard

real-time suitability, and the difficulty of validating Linux-based systems.

Since Linux use in spacecraft will probably continue to increase, the real-

time and validation issues could be intriguing topics for future research.

As the Aalto-1 OBC did not have hard real-time deadlines, and the val-

idation approach was decidedly risky, these problems did not negatively

impact Aalto-1.

Linux use could first increase in the payload side of spacecraft. Hard

real-time requirements do not necessarily exist there, and validation re-

quirements may be less strict, as a software problem may only degrade

the mission performance rather than lead to loss of spacecraft. Perhaps

some future satellites could include a Linux server on the payload side

that provides all the benefits and utilities of Linux for operations and

payload data handling, and a small robust controller on the platform side

with more traditional RTOS that handles the critical real-time tasks. The

smaller controller should be able to upload and downlink files, and to re-

flash and reprogram the Linux server in case of problems.

Linux adoption will be slower for hard real-time tasks. But as SpaceX

has shown, doing that is possible as well.
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6. Combining project management and
education

This chapter considers combining project management and education in

student satellite projects. Publications IV and V describe how these two

aspects were combined in the Aalto-1 project. Background on spacecraft

project management and space engineering education is provided, and

the results from the publications are discussed. The conclusion is that

including aerospace engineering standards in the educational program is

beneficial for preparing students to work in the space industry, but best

practices from small satellite project management should also be applied

to keep the load on students at a reasonable level. It is also concluded that

collaborative tools can support project management in student satellite

projects.

6.1 Project management and education

Traditional space projects are often driven by top-level mission require-

ments and feature large amounts of documentation. Requirements are hi-

erarchical: the top-level mission requirements are expanded and detailed

in lower level requirements documents that specify operation of, for ex-

ample, various spacecraft subsystems. Requirements are translated into

engineering parameters, that are then implemented, verified, validated,

and finally deployed as a functioning satellite mission [1, pp. 643–654].

Conventional satellite projects usually follow distinct phases, which in-

clude feasibility study, detailed definition, implementation, validation,

and operations. While a waterfall model is often depicted, usually in real

projects findings during implementation, verification, and validation are

iteratively used to refine the requirements. Ideally the final product con-

sists of not only the operated mission but also of self-consistent documen-

tation of requirements, implementation, verification, and validation. A
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conventional satellite project may last 4 to 8 years from concept to launch,

and longer examples exist [1, pp. 643–654].

Sweeting and Underwood state that by using lean project management

practices, small satellites can be developed in rapid timescales, even within

12 to 18 months [1, p. 579]. Combined with commercial off-the-shelf com-

ponent usage, the rapid timescales keep mission cost low. Expensive and

time-consuming component-level testing can be skipped by using sound

design practices and system-level testing. Small satellites are typically

built by small teams (e.g. around 25 persons) working in close proximity

with good communications. Sweeting and Underwood also suggest that

mission objectives need to be clearly defined, and timescales need to be

short to avoid escalation of mission objectives [1, p. 580].

Small satellites are also suitable for educational purposes, as they can

be very inexpensive to build. Building student satellites offers hands-

on experiences in all technical and managerial aspects of space missions

from initial concept to mission operations [1, p. 577].

6.1.1 CubeSats in education

The educational benefits of small satellite projects had been observed al-

ready before the development of the CubeSat standard [114]. Heidt et

al. describe in their 2000 paper the then new CubeSat standard being a

tool for education [115]. As CubeSats provide a standardized form fac-

tor and mechanical interface for the satellites, it is easier to find launch

opportunities even for student-built projects.

CubeSats have allowed developing inexpensive educational spacecraft

projects, which however exhibit the system interdependencies which are

characteristic of also larger spacecraft. Team-oriented, hands-on projects

have shown better learning outcomes than traditional lecture-based courses.

In the United States alone, thousands of space engineers and scientists

have received part of their education working with CubeSats, and institu-

tions such as the U.S. Air Force, National Science Foundation, and NASA

have been involved in many of the educational CubeSat projects [5, pp.

28–32].

Commonly observed educational benefits of academic CubeSat projects

include multidisciplinary engagement from several engineering fields, fol-

lowing the spacecraft development cycle from concept to mission opera-

tions, improved motivation of students when working on hands-on space

projects, and short duration of small satellite projects from concept to
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launch – usually up to a few years [115, 116, 117]. Alminde et al. also

note that industry has been supportive of their CubeSat programs, as

they have been able to recruit the project graduates that already have the

experience of developing a complete product - a CubeSat mission [118].

The CubeSat standard is also advocated for education by Nugent et al.,

who advocate its use not only for finding launch opportunities but also for

increasing collaboration between universities developing small spacecraft

[119].

6.2 Educating new space engineers in the Aalto-1 project

Educational and project management methods in the Aalto-1 project were

studied in Publications IV and V.

6.2.1 Project management

As Aalto-1 has been an educational project aiming to train new space en-

gineers and scientists, ECSS standards [120] and other aerospace doc-

umentation practices have been considered a starting point. This was

evident in the review milestones held during the project, shown in Fig-

ure 6.1. The milestones correspond to the typical progress of a conven-

tional space project. In Aalto-1, the aim was to educate students in both

traditional space industry practices and also in small satellite engineer-

ing. The review milestones and the documentation produced for them

aimed to teach students space industry practices. Day-to-day work was

more iterative and experimental, as prototypes of hardware and software

were built, tested, and rebuilt if needed.

As following the aerospace practices by the book could be too heavy for

students, a lightweight online documentation system with built-in sys-

tems engineering features was developed for the project purposes. The

main requirements were that the system should allow collaborative work-

ing and it should be remotely accessible to all students involved, as it was

found that collaborative editing of the documents produced the best re-

sults. The multidisciplinary work has also necessitated the online docu-

mentation system, as students from different departments can rarely be

physically present at the satellite laboratory at the same hours. Project

documentation has been maintained mainly in a Google Drive -based on-

line documentation system [121]. Google Drive was selected after exper-
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Figure 6.1. Aalto-1 development phases and milestones. ©2018 IEEE.

imenting with several online platforms, as it also provides basic tools for

project management such as shared calendars and mailing lists. Some

documentation has been maintained in Dropbox, and on-board computer

source codes and circuit board design files have been maintained in GitHub.

6.2.2 Combining education and project management

The produced Aalto-1 documentation can be divided into four categories

as shown in Fig. 6.2. A centralized interface control spreadsheet main-

tained by the system engineer is considered to be always up-to-date and

reflect the current state of the system. Other online project documents

are considered informational drafts, and released project documents are

assessed and subjected to review. The released documents are some-

times used to grade student work. Since it is not always visible to the

teacher who has written what in the document, a self-evaluation and a

student peer review system has been used to help grading the reports. To

maintain quality while combining student work from several engineering

fields, special attention has been given to systems engineering. At the

development milestones shown in Figure 6.1, the student-produced docu-

ments were submitted to review by external experts.

The most important interface details of each subsystem, used as the

baseline for development, were maintained in the centralized interface

control spreadsheet. The interface control spreadsheet was managed by

the system engineer who either accepted or rejected incoming changes.

Having a centralized document to which changes were proposed avoided
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Figure 6.2. Categories of documentation produced in the Aalto-1 project. ©2015 IEEE.

the process of preparing lengthy interface control documents and review-

ing them; such documents could also have become outdated very quickly.

As of Publication V more than 80 students had worked in the project,

and 12 master theses and over 15 bachelor theses had been written on

project related topics. Tens of project documents and reports have been

produced by over 50 students, and hundreds of online documents with

thousands of pages have been created. More than 10 students have pur-

sued doctoral studies in related fields after participating in the project.

Former project members have also founded spin-off companies working

with small satellites.

As a result of the project, more hands-on work has been integrated into

the space science and technology curriculum at Aalto University; how-

ever, participation in the project has not been mandatory for students.

Students joining the project have been highly motivated by the hands-on

work, and lectures relevant to the hands-on topics – not only on space

technology but other engineering fields as well – have been given to sup-

port the learning outcomes. The project has increased interaction between

study disciplines both at student and teacher level, as students from many

engineering fields have been needed in the project.
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6.3 Discussion

Kestilä [6] notes that many industry practices were found to be unsuit-

able for developing the Aalto-1 student satellite. More than 100 people

in total were involved in the project, and one of the biggest management

challenges was that the experienced students were graduating and leav-

ing the project, and that inexperienced students were continually join-

ing the project. Kestilä states this was the primary reason of taking the

online project management practices into use. The CubeSat standard,

commercial off-the-shelf components, flexible processes, and online docu-

mentation tools were found to be beneficial to improving the development

timeline and efficiency. Most likely the project would have taken longer

or failed without the CubeSat standard.

Open project models and designs could improve quality and reliability

of educational nanosatellite missions, which could then collect more sci-

entific data as operational availability would likely be improved. Berk

et al. describe the OpenOrbiter mission and the Open Prototype for Ed-

ucational NanoSats (OPEN), which is a collection of designs and docu-

ments for building very low-cost CubeSats; such collections could be used

as starting points for student satellite projects [122].

Aalto-1 has served educational purposes since 2010. While most of the

satellite designs were ready by 2015, operations and work on the ground

station have continued after that. Aalto-1 was originally planned to be

launched in late 2013. The launch date was first pushed back to 2014,

and then to 2015. The launch contract was signed in May 2015, and

the launch was expected to occur later in the same year on a Falcon 9

rocket. However, a Falcon 9 failure in summer 2015 pushed the launch

to 2016. SpaceX’s long backlog delayed the mission, and another Falcon 9

failure occurred in late 2016. In early 2017, the launch was switched to

the Indian PSLV, and Aalto-1 was finally launched successfully on June

23, 2017. A small core team of less than 20 persons has continued to

operate the satellite.

While the Aalto-1 project was originally planned to last slightly over

three years from concept to launch, the launch actually occurred seven

years after the initial concept. While the three science payloads allowed

cooperation between various Finnish institutes, the added complexity pos-

sibly contributed to the delayed project. The longer than planned duration

has allowed longer student participation in the project, and it is possible
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that the longer duration has allowed more in more in-depth education and

learning of various aspects of space mission and system design. Keep-

ing the participation on a volunteer basis, as opposed to mandatory, has

helped to keep student motivation high.

Straub et al. have studied the effect of participation time on educa-

tional value in a small satellite project. Straub et al. studied with surveys

whether, when measuring accrued skills, short term exposure to multiple

domains in a space project would be more efficient than long term expo-

sure to a single domain, or vice versa. They found that longer participa-

tion in a single domain during master level studies was beneficial, while

on bachelor level the effect was not so clear [123].

6.3.1 Comparison to other CubeSat projects

Berthoud et al. have surveyed 40 groups working on CubeSat projects to

study how each project has been set up [124]; the observations collected

in the survey mostly agree with the observations made during the Aalto-1

project. The survey included 37 universities and three other institutes.

Berthoud et al. found that university CubeSat missions take an average

of 3.8 years to develop, compared to 1.7 years for commercial projects.

From concept to flight readiness, Aalto-1 took slightly over 5 years to de-

velop. One factor possibly stretching the schedule was the inclusion of

three payloads and the related challenges.

Like Aalto-1, other CubeSat projects also found that the project needed

multidisciplinary engagement from several engineering fields. Most projects

were building both the CubeSat platform and payload themselves, while

for Aalto-1 the payloads were supplied by universities and institutes out-

side Aalto University. Many projects procured some platform subsys-

tems from outside providers, as was done also in Aalto-1. Within the 40

projects, 1U and 3U CubeSats were the most popular form factors, while

2U form factor was slightly less popular, and only one group worked on a

6U CubeSat.

Similarly to Aalto-1, many projects considered it hard to manage stu-

dent work, as new students were joining the project and older students

were leaving or graduating. While Aalto-1 was not part of the survey,

Berthoud et al. note that the Google Drive usage in Aalto-1 differed from

other projects, which mostly used Wiki-based platforms to document their

subsystems and development. Berthoud et al. also state that Aalto-1 was

one of the projects that demonstrated successful integration of the Cube-
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Sat project into the curriculum, which was evident in the number of fi-

nal theses produced by the students. Aalto-1 was also one of the several

projects that invited external experts to review the student work; many

projects found this helpful for performing critical reviews.

6.4 Conclusions of the chapter

This chapter looked into combining project management and education in

a student satellite project. The Aalto-1 solution was presented. It was

found that at 7 years from concept to launch, the Aalto-1 project lasted

longer than average CubeSat projects. This allowed longer student par-

ticipation and possibly wider and deeper learning outcomes. Many of the

standard space engineering reviews were held during the project, and

these aspects educated students with practices used in the traditional

space industry. However, internally the project aimed to use leaner meth-

ods, such as maintaining the documentation in a Google Drive -based on-

line system, and editing the documents collaboratively. Published docu-

ments were submitted to external review, and they were also used to grade

students. The leaner methods resemble those used in the small satellite

industry.
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The popularity of small satellites and nanosatellites has grown rapidly

during recent years, and the growth will likely continue. Lal et al. note

that a 2016 Euroconsult report predicted that up to 3 600 small satellites

could be launched during the next decade, and that 60 % of these would

be CubeSats. The number could reach over 10 000 if megaconstellations

planned by Boeing and SpaceX are deployed [3]. A National Academy of

Science committee predicts that instead of the mainly technology demon-

stration missions seen previously, CubeSats will be increasingly used to

perform scientific measurements [5, pp. 33–54].

This dissertation aimed to identify and evaluate methods that are bene-

ficial for developing low-cost nanosatellite missions. The contributions of

the research are summarized in this chapter, along with suggestions for

future research.

7.1 Contributions of the research

The research problem considered in this dissertation was to identify

technologies and practices that are justifiably useful for devel-

oping low-cost nanosatellite missions. To approach the problem, five

research questions were identified and answered.

How to use atmospheric drag to deploy multi-plane nanosatellite
constellations?

A method of using deorbit devices to create multi-plane nanosatellite con-

stellations was presented. The method requires that the deorbit devices

are either discardable or retractable. The deorbit devices are used to first

place the satellites at different altitudes to increase their RAAN separa-

tions, and then used to place them at similar altitudes, effectively freezing

the RAAN separations. The method was validated with simulations, and
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the presented theory was compared to observed orbit changes of three

CubeSats actually in orbit. The method could be useful for long-term mis-

sions targeting 5 to 10 years of operation.

How to select electronic components for educational CubeSat projects?

The component selection method used in Aalto-1 was presented, and com-

pared to selection methods found in literature. The selected components

were used to build Aalto-1, which is still operational in orbit as of this

dissertation. The described component selection method could be useful

for other student satellite missions. A list of components used in Aalto-1

was also provided.

What is the performance of a commercial off-the-shelf GPS receiver for
nanosatellite navigation?

The COTS GPS receiver, Fastrax IT03, was selected for Aalto-1 because

the manufacturer was able to provide it without the usual altitude-velocity

restrictions. No other firmware modifications were made to the receiver.

The performance of the receiver was studied with ground-based simula-

tions, and by Kalman filtering the obtained fixes it was possible to reach

around 5 m position and 0.05 m/s velocity accuracy. The receiver was also

used successfully in orbit during the Aalto-1 mission, demonstrating that

the receiver does work in space. Commercial off-the-shelf receivers, pro-

vided that the altitude-velocity restrictions can be removed, can be readily

taken into use in nanosatellites, providing autonomous navigation capa-

bility.

What are the benefits and drawbacks of Linux-based nanosatellite
on-board software?

Both benefits and drawbacks of Linux use were identified. Linux is al-

ready used very prominently and successfully by SpaceX and Planet Labs

in their spacecraft. Aalto-1 is also a successful demonstration of Linux use

in space, and the processes and tools used to build the Aalto-1 software

system were described. Perhaps the most attractive feature of Linux is the

large community and the wide availability of drivers and software for var-

ious applications. As shown, Linux could even make it feasible to create

and distribute platform-agnostic spacecraft flight software, handling com-

mon spacecraft tasks such as attitude determination and control, naviga-

tion, orbit control, power control, and thermal control. However, extreme

care is needed if Linux is considered for hard real-time applications. It

is likely that Linux will continue to be increasingly used in all kinds of
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spacecraft, especially on the payload side where processing power and off-

the-shelf software can be useful and where failures are often less critical.

How to combine education and project management in a student satellite
project?

Project management and education were combined in Aalto-1 by main-

taining up-to-date documentation in a readily accessible online repository

(Google Drive). The online documentation was overseen by a system engi-

neer, and the students – while also maintaining the online documentation

– prepared subsystem documents that were issued to be reviewed by ex-

ternal experts, and that were also graded by teachers to give study credits

to the students.

7.2 Validity of the results

The obtained results likely have at least two main limitations: represen-

tativeness and usefulness.

Some factors may have been neglected in the simulations in Publications

I and II. However, the simulation setups have been described in enough

detail to allow repeating the experiments.

Some spacecraft missions using Linux have probably been inadvertently

omitted from Publication III. However, it is likely that not all spacecraft

operators are even willing to reveal their Linux use. The published Linux

use is thus the lower limit of actual Linux use.

Aalto-1 has been used both as a case study and a technology demonstra-

tion in Publications II, IV, and V. The applicability to other projects and

missions is uncertain, and should be evaluated by the respective mission

planners.

When research on Aalto-1 began in 2010, both Linux and GPS were

obscure technologies for nanosatellites. As of this writing in 2018, Aalto-

1 has been in orbit for more than a year, and both Linux and GPS are

commonplace in nanosatellites. It is possible that the "prime time" for

some of the results has somewhat passed. However, these continue to be

important and developing technologies, and the drag-based multi-plane

deployment method has not yet been tried in orbit.
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7.3 Future work

The presented drag-based constellation deployment method could be im-

proved if the satellite drag device can be deployed and retracted several

times. A single satellite could perform multiple maneuvers, as long as

it has sufficient altitude. Only the basic concept was presented, and the

next step would be to develop control algorithms that would use altitude

and atmospheric conditions as inputs and decide when to deploy and dis-

card the drag devices. Further work is also needed on developing suitable

drag sail discarding systems for the deployment scenarios, and on how to

minimize probability of collisions with the discarded sails.

The full component list of Aalto-1 could be considered flight proven for

that duration during which the mission has been successfully operated.

The radiation conditions inside various parts of Aalto-1 could be modelled

more accurately, and the total dose tolerances for each component could

be estimated and published.

As Aalto-1 is still operational, software updates could be uploaded to

integrate the navigation system more tightly into the on-board data han-

dling. More autonomous features could be added and studied.

As generic Linux-based spacecraft software libraries could be used across

various missions, the development of such software could be initiated. For

example, attitude determination and control algorithms could be written

at a high level as Linux programs, and drivers could be developed for var-

ious off-the-shelf sensors and actuators.

The educational and project management practices used in Aalto-1 can

certainly be improved, and this is suggested as a goal for the future Aalto

University small satellite projects.

7.4 Final words

This work aimed to discover and evaluate technologies and practices that

could enable – and are already enabling – development and deployment of

low-cost nanosatellite missions. Some of the results and lessons learned

have already been taken into use in the ongoing Aalto University small

satellite projects, and the results could also be useful for the small satel-

lite community as a whole.
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Errata

Publication II

On p. 7 of the paper, step 3) of the extended Kalman filter is missing

the process noise covariance matrix Q. The corrected text for step 3) is:

"Covar. matrix time update with process noise Pi|t = ΦiPi−1ΦT
i +Q".
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